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Introduction 
Avesta, originally a language of the ancient Indo-Iranian stock of languages, is presently 

the language of the Zoroastrian scriptures. It is no more used for day to day 

communication purposes, and hence is referred to as a „dead language.‟  

 

This elementary book, helps beginners to study the Avestan script, learn the language and 

understand its basic texts. It is prepared in the format of „Teach Yourself‟ books, with the 

view that a student may learn the language without much help from a tutor. Each chapter 

is prepared as a separate unit. Most footnotes provide alternative words or contemporary 

versions of grammatical terminologies. They are intended for reference and are not 

essential to learning the language.  

 

Exercises have been provided at the end of each chapter along with keys to most exercises 

at the end of the book. A Question Bank has been provided at the end for those who want 

to evaluate themselves. 

 

The book is based on the Avesta grammar notes given by late Dasturji Dr. Hormazdyar 

Kayoji Mirza to his students. The style, content and layout of this book is a result of the 

teaching experience and interaction during the past several years. 

 

Considering the elementary nature of the book, grammatical rules have been simplified. 

Wherever there are multiple options in terminations, only the most frequently used 

alternative has been given in the book. This book may also be used as a sourcebook for 

teaching Avestan script and grammar.  

 

To study Avestan grammar in greater detail one may refer to “A Practical Grammar of the 

Avesta language” by Kavasji Edalji Kanga (Bombay, 1891), “An Avesta Grammar in 

comparison with Sanskrit” by A.V.Williams Jackson (Stuttgart, 1892), “Avestan 

Language III. The Grammar of Avestan” by Karl Hoffmann (Encyclopaedia Iranica III, 

pp.35-44) and An Introduction to Young Avestan by P. O. Skjaervo (Online, 2003). 

   

I hope this book will enable people to get familiar with the Avestan script, grammar and 

language. 

 

Ramiyar Parvez Karanjia 

        Dadar, Mumbai. 

June 2011.   
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I. THE AVESTAN ALPHABET  
The Avestan language 

Avesta is the oldest extant Iranian language. It belongs to the Indo-Iranian family of 

languages. It is the mother of other Iranian languages like Old Persian, Middle Persian, 

Kurdish, Pashtu and Ossetic.  Avesta heads the Iranian branch of Indo-Iranian language, 

just as Vedic Sanskrit is the source for the Indian branch, which has languages like 

Hindustani, Bengali and Marathi. The striking similarity between Vedic Sanskrit and 

Avestan is on account of their common origin. 

 

The Iranian language family can be understood as follows: 

Language Period 

Hypothetical proto-Aryan language (now lost)  Proto-Aryan period 

Avesta Peshdad-Kayan period 

Old Persian Achaemenian 

Inscription Pahlavi Ashkanian & early Sasanian 

Pahlavi (Middle Persian), Manichaenian, Tokharish etc. Sasanian 

Neo-Persian Post-Sasnian 

 

Other important languages in the Indo-European family are Armenian, Baltic – 

Lithuanian, Latvian, Old Prussian, Anatolian – Hittite,  Celtic – Hittite, Gallic, Hispanic, 

Irish, Scot, Welsh, Tocharian, Hellenic – Classical Greek – Modern Greek, Germanic – 

Old Saxon – Modern German, Norwegian, Icelandic, Italic and Latin. 

 

Account of the Avestan texts 

Avestan texts were composed in absolute prehistory when the art of reading and writing 

had not yet been adequately developed. They were handed down by oral tradition from 

generation to generation since very ancient times.  

 

The Iranian historical traditions regarding the transmission of the Avestan texts are 

recorded in the Dēnkard, on the basis of which a succinct account of their transmission, 

can be formulated. 

 

According to this tradition, one written copy of the entire Avestan texts, comprising of 21 

Nasks (Volumes), was deposited in the royal archives of King Vishtasp. 21 priestly 

families were entrusted the task of memorizing one Nask each and the Nasks were orally 

transmitted from generation to generation. During the Achaemenian times, the written 

Avestan texts in the royal archives was destroyed during Alexander‟s invasion and 

conquest of Iran in 330 B.C. Emperor Vologeses/Valkhash I (51–77 A.C.) of the 

Parthian/Arshkanian dynasty (250 BC-226 AC) made an unsuccessful attempt to regather 

the 21 Avestan Nasks.  

 

The Sasanian Emperor Artakhshir Pāpakān (226-241 A.C.) instructed his Head Priest 

Dastur Tansar (Tosar) to compile a standard edition of the 21 Nasks from the scattered 

Avestan texts. This work was completed under Dastur Adarbad Marespand during the 

reign of Emperor Shapur II (309-379 A.C.).  

 

The Avestan texts were endangered once again when the Arabs invaded and conquered 

Iran in 641 A. C. However, they were not completely destroyed. Out of 21 Avestan Nasks, 

20 were in existence till the 9th century. A summary of 19 Nasks, based on their Pahlavi 
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translations, is found in the VIII and IX books of the Dēnkard. After the 9
th

 century, most 

of the Avestan Nasks and their Pahlavi translations have been lost, mainly due to the large 

scale massacre and destruction brought about in Iran by the Huns Changiz Khan and 

Halagu Khan in the 14
th

 century and later by the Tartar Timur The Lame in the 15
th

 

century. 

 

The Extant Avestan texts 

The extant Avestan texts may be divided as follows: 

1. The Yasna (including the Gathas) 

2. The Visparad 

3. The Vidēvdād /Vendidad 

4. The Khordeh Avesta (including the Yashts) 

5. Fragments of some of the lost Nasks.
1
 

 

Origin of the Avestan script 

Though Avestan is the oldest known Iranian language, and it even pre-dates the times of 

prophet Zarathushtra, it had no script of it own and was orally transmitted from generation 

to generation. There is a tradition that a copy of the Avestan texts were committed to 

writing and deposited in the royal archives during the Kayanian and Achaemenian times. 

However, the script used in writing is not known. They may have been written in 

primitive indigenous scripts of those times, used for inscribing royal records and edicts.  

 

According to literary and archaeological references, attempts were made to commit 

Avestan to writing during the Parthian period, in the script of those times. However, this 

attempt was not successful. The Avestan script, as it is used today, was developed in the 

Sasanian period during the reign of Shapur II, and modified till the times of Cosroe II/ 

Khushru Purviz (590-628 A.C.). This script, known as the Dīn Dabireh “the script for 

religious (purposes)”, is the script with which we write the Avestan language today. 

 

Indian and Iranian Styles  

There is a slight variance in the way some of the letters of the Avestan script were written 

by scribes in Iran and India. The Iranian scribes wrote in an ornamental manner with a 

greater flourish and curves at the end. The Indian scribes used straight strokes. In this 

book the Avestan script of Indian style has been used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Fragments have been preserved in the commentaries given in Pahlavi translations, colophons of 

manuscripts, Avesta-Pahlavi Frahang and other Pahlavi works. 
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1. The Avestan characters (1) 

Special distinguishing features of the Avestan script: 

1) The Avestan script is written from right to left. 

2) The direction of writing and relative positions of each letter have to be noted. 

3) One sound may be represented by more than one character, depending on their 

placement in the word. 

4) Each Avestan character has an equivalent for transcription. Most of these character are 

from the English alphabet, but some are adopted from the Greek alphabet, and a few 

special characters have been introduced. By and large the system of Karl Hoffmann has 

been adopted for transcription.  

5) Every complete Avesta word is followed by a dot (like a full stop), called a word-

separator. 

6) Three dots ` are used to indicate the end of a sentence. Sometimes three small circles 

used in a similar way, indicate the end of a paragraph.  

Avesta letter  Transcription Pronunciation 

-a-  a - as in critical 

-A-  a - as in father

-i-  i - as in it

-I-  ī - as in feet

-u-  u - as in put

-U-  oo - as in shoot

-k-  k - as in kite

-x-  kh - as in Khan
1

-F-     ´ kh - as in khyal

-X-
2  khv - as in khvāb

-g-    g - as in girl

-G-  gh - as in Ghana
 

                                                 
1 

This and the following two words showing pronunciation are not from the English language as these 

sounds are not available in this language.  
2 
A combination of two Pahlavi letters „x‟ and „v‟  

3
  This is the Greek letter gamma. 
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Unlike Sanskrit, the consonants in Avestan, do not have inherent vowel sounds, and hence 

cannot stand by themselves. A consonant needs to be followed by a vowel to depict a full 

sound. Thus: 

ak
  ka 

ik
 ki 

uk
 ku 

Ak 
kā 

Ik
 kī 

Uk
 kū  

 

Exercise: 

1. Practice the following: 

x I g i

F U A k

X G a u

 

2. Write the following in Avestan script. Speak as you write: 

  a  xi  
  ā  xā  
    kū  

 

2. The Alphabets (2) 

Avesta letter Transcription Pronunciation 

-o-   o -  as in going 

-O-  o - as in go

-e-  e - as in plenty

-E-
1  e - as in Andre

-q-  2 th -  as in bath

-d-  d - as in day

                                                 

1
 It is used as final vowel in Gathas and in the diphthong combination Ea aē. 

2 This sign is similar to the Greek letter theta. 
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Avesta letter Transcription Pronunciation 

-D-   1 dh - as in adhere

-r- r r - as in run 

-f-  f - as in fan

-b-  b - as in bat

-t-2  t - as in ten  

-T-3  t - as in put 
 

 

Exercise: 

1. Practice the following: 

 T E o f

D t  b  d

 r q e O

 

2.Write the following in Avestan script.  Speak as you write: 

   
   
 

3. The Alphabets (3) 

Avesta letter Transcription Pronunciation 

-v- 
4 5 e -  as in red

-V- 
6  e -  as in red

                                                 
1 This sign is similar to the Greek letter delta. 

2 It is used at the beginning and middle of words. 

3 It is used at the end of words or when followed by k „k‟ or b„b‟ 

4
 Generally replaces a „a‟ when followed by final m„m‟ and n „n‟. Also used as the final vowel after r „r‟. 

5
 This sign is similar to an inverted „e‟. 

6
 It is generally used as final vowel, especially in Gathas 
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Avesta letter Transcription Pronunciation 

-vrv- 
1  ere - as in beret 

-c-   ch - as in chair

_j _   j - as in jam

-n-   n -  as in nut

-N-  
2  n as in grunt

-m-   m m - as in man

-M-   ng - as in song

-?-  
3  ng - as in playing

-p-  p - as in pan

-h- h h - as in hen

-B-
4 w w - as in water

 

Exercise: 

1. Practice the following: 

 V j m ?

B  p c  n

N  h M V

 

2. Transcribe the following into Avestan script. Speak as you write: 

     
     
 

                                                 
1
 This cluster of three letters, is treated as one sound in Avesta. 

2
 Used instead of n „n‟ when followed by a guttural or dental consonant.  

3
 It generally follows an  i „i‟  

4
 It generally follows D „‟ and q „‟. 
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3. Transcribe the following in Roman script. Speak as you write:  

,mvk  ,mUnat  ,aDoab  

,iAmha  ,hMamvn  ,iriap  

4. The Alphabets (4) 

Avesta letter Transcription Pronunciation 

-l-  ow – as in cow 

-&-  an – as in France

-y-
1

y y - as in lawyer

-Y-
2

y Y - as in year

-s-  s - as in sit

-S-
3  sh - as in harsh

-C-
4  sh - as in ashame

- ‚-
5  sh - as in Shyam

-z-  z z - as in zebra

-Z-   zh - as in azure

-w-
6

v v - as in save

-W-
7 

v v - as in verse

 

Self study: 

1. Transcribe the following in Roman script. Speak as you write:  

                                                 
1 

It is used only in the middle of words. Hence it is known as medial „y‟. 
2
 It is used only in the beginning of words. Hence it is known as initial „y‟. 

3
 It is used at the end of words and also when followed by c „c‟  and t „t‟ . 

4
 It is used at the beginning and within a word. 

5
 It is used at the beginning and within a word, when followed by the letter  „y‟. 

6
 It is used only within the word.  

7 It is used only at the beginning of a word.  
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,Itsa ,mvtSihaW ,UhoW ,mvCa 

,iAmha ,AtSu ,Itsa ,AtSu  

`,mvCa ,iAtSihaW ,iACa ,Tayh  





 

2. Transcribe the following in Avestan script. Speak as you write:  

yaā  ahū vairyō aā ratu aā  ci hacā, 

vahu dazdā manahō yaoananm ahu mazdāi, 

xarmcā ahurāi ā yim drgubyō dada vāstārm. 

 

,Acah ,Tic ,TACa ,Sutar ,Aqa ,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY  

,iAHam ,SuVhMa ,m&nanaqoay‚ ,OhManam ,AHad ,SuVhMaW 

`,mvrAtsAW ,Tadad ,Oybugvrd ,miY ,A ,iAruha ,AcmvrqaCx  

 

Exercise: 

1. Practice the following: 

y & s S 

C ‚ z Z 

l Y w W 

 

2. Give the transcriptions of the following letters in Roman script.  

Y  ‚ & W 

Z W C l 

 

3. Transcribe the following in Roman script. Speak as you write:  

,TAdad ,mUyAp ,Etiawam ,AHam ,An ,mvk 

,EhManEa ,AtaCvradid ,lwgvrd ,Am ,Tayh 

,AcsahManam ,AcsarqA ,TAmhaBq ,mvyna  

,Aruha ,AtSoarq ,mvCa ,SiAnqoay‚ ,lyaY 

`,AcoawArf ,iAyanEad ,m&wtsAd ,iOm ,m&t 
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4. Transcribe the following in Avestan script. Speak as you write:  

k vrrm jā wā pōi shā yōi htī 

cirā mōi dm ahūmbī ratūm cidī 

a hōi vohū sraoō jatū manahā 

mazdā ahmāi yahmāi vaī kahmāicī.   
 

5. Phonetic divisions of the Alphabets 

The Avesta alphabet has 50 characters, divided into two groups - 15 Vowels and 35 

Consonants. A vowel is a sound produced by letting air flow cleanly through the mouth A 

consonant is a sound produced by interrupting the flow of air through the mouth. These 

letters are divided into various phonetic divisions as under: 

 

15 VOWELS 

Simple Vowels: 

Phonetic Division Short Long 

Gutteral (by letting air flow from the throat) 
a  A 

Palatal (by moving the tongue near the palate) 
i I  

Labial (by pursing the lips) 
u  U   

Cerebral (by rolling the tongue) 
vrv   ----- 

 

Diphthongs: 

Diphthong‟s is a secondary vowel sound. Its sound is devised by the combination of the 

sounds of two simple vowels. Some languages use two vowels to represent a diphthong 

sound. In Avesta a single letter is used. There are three diphthongs sounds in Avesta. Each 

sound is represented by two letters, three indicated as short and the other three as long. 

The short and long diphthongs differ only in their placement, and not in their sound value. 

Phonetically the short and long diphtongs represent the same sound. 

 

Short Long 

e  E 

v   V 

o O 

 

Special Vowels: 

These two characters are referred to as special since there are no similar letters in the 

alphabets of other related languages. 

l   & 
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35 CONSONANTS 

Phonetic Division Unaspirant
1
 Aspirant Unaspirant Aspirant 

Gutteral (obstructing of the flow 

of air by the throat) 
k  x / F´ g  G   

Palatal (obstructing of the flow of 

air by the palate) 
c    -           - j    -           - 

Dental (obstructing of the flow of 

air by the teeth) 
t /T  Q     d  D  

Labial (obstructing of the flow of 

air by lips) 
p   f    b   -           

- 
Nasal (making the air flow from 

the nose) 
n ;N ;      m ;     M ;    ?  

Sibilant (making hissing sound by 

the tongue) 
s ;  S ;   C  ;    ‚ ;     z ;   Z  

Semi-vowel / Liquid (sound 

transmuted from simple vowels) 
y;    Y ; w;    W  ;    r 

Aspiration (sound produced 

exhalation of air) 
h   

Bi-labial (obstructing the flow of 

air by lips after pursing them) 
B    

Ligatures
2
(combination of two 

Avesta or Pahlavi letters) 
!    ;     X  

Exercise: 

1. Give the transcripts and phonetic divisions of the following letters:  

Av. letter Transcript Phonetic Division  

B 
  

h  
  

 B 
  

Y 
  

N 
  

G 
  

? 
  

F 
  

Z 
  

                                                 
11

 The Unaspirate consonants are those without the aspiration sound „h‟ inherent in it. The Aspirant 

consonants have an inherent „h‟ sound to the corresponding Unaspirant consonant. 
2
 This is not a phonetic but an orthographic division. Its given here to have all the characters together in one 

place. 
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2. Give the consonants in the following phonetic groups: 

Phonetic Group Consonants 

Dental  

Sibilant  

Palatal  

 

6. Orthographic rules for placement of letters 

-F-  x´ is used before the letter  „y‟. Eg:  ,uyFad “country.”  

-t-   t is used at the beginning and in middle of words. Eg: ,unat  “body.” 

-T-   is used at the end of words or when followed by k  „k‟ or  b  „b‟. Egs: ,TaA 

“then” ; ,aCEakT “teaching.” 

-v-  replaces a when followed by final m / n . Eg:  ,mvruha=m+,aruha “lord.”  

It is also used as the final vowel after r „r‟. Eg:   ,vratAd “O Creator!”

-V-    is generally used as final vowel, eg:  ,Vm “my”; or in the combination uV

-N-  is used instead of n „n‟ when followed by a guttural or dental consonant. Egs:  

,atSugNa “toe, finger” ; ,TNawc  “how many ?” 
-?-   follows an i „i‟. Eg: ,uh?iad “country”

-B-  w follows D „‟ and   q  „‟. Eg: ,ayBqar “timely.”  

-S-    is used at the end of words and when followed by c „c‟ and t „t‟. Egs:  

,atSihaW  “best” ; Siriag “the mountain.” 

-C-    is used in the beginning and within a word.  Eg: ,aCu “dawn.” 

-‚-    is used only when followed by y  „y‟. Eg: ,ay‚a “blessed.” 

-y- y is used only within the word. 

-Y- y is used only at the beginning of words. 

-w- v is used only within the words. 

-W- v is used only at the beginning of words. 
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Self study: 

Correct the following spellings: 

Incorrect Correct Incorrect Correct

,uyxad ,uyFad ,uhMiad ,uh?iad

,utnaj ,utNaj ,ar?a ,arMa

,awqar ,aBqar ,aFah ,axah

 

Exercise: 

1. Correct the spellings: 

,Aqay ,mvSa

,Uhow ,taYh

 

II.  SANDHI 
In Avesta, nouns, adjectives, participles and other parts of speech are formed by adding 

suffixes to roots. These nouns and adjectives are crude forms. If they have to be used in a 

sentence, case terminations have to be added to them. In the process of joining suffixes 

and terminations, letters come into contact, and undergo a change, which is known as 

Sandhi or Euphony.  Thus, Sandhi is a combination of two or more vowels or consonants 

resulting in a changed form.
1
 

 

Depending on the letters coming in contact, there are two types of Sandhi: 

1) Vowel Sandhi, in which both the letters are vowels. 

2) Consonantal Sandhi, in which both the letters are consonants. 

When one letter is a vowel and the other a consonant, no change takes place. 

1. Vowel Sandhi 

There are four types of Vowel Sandhi :  

A. DIRGHA SANDHI,  

B. GUNA SANDHI,  

C. VRIDDHI SANDHI  

D. ANTARGATA SANDHI. 

 

A. DIRGHA SANDHI is a combination of two similar simple vowels resulting in a long 

vowel: 

A← a+  a &←&+  A / a U←u+  u 

A←A+  a I← I+  i U←U+ u 

A← a+  A I←i+  I U←u+ U 

A← A+  A I←I+  I U←U+ U 

                                                 

1
 Exceptional cases, when the rules of vowel Sandhi, do not apply, is called Pragrihya. Eg:  TaA- “then”.  
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Examples:  

“driving away”     ,anazApu←anaza+  apu
1
 

“having healthy horses”  ,apsAward←apsa+  award 

“we gave”   ,amAqadin←amA+  Aqadin 

“a field”    ,inArac←inA+  arac 

“ a tree”       ,m&naW←m&+  AnaW 

“ I poured down”   ,erIn←erI+  in 

“good word”    ,atxUh←atxu+  uh 

 

B. GUNA SANDHI is the combination of two dissimilar vowels, the first one of which is 

a and the second is one of the simple vowels:  

Ea← I/ i +  a

oa←U/ u +  a 

Ra←vrv+  a 
Examples:  

“neither, not here”   ,aDEan ← aDi+  an 

“Hādokht (Nask)”
2
  ,atxoaDah←atxu+  aDah 

“to go towards”   ,ra ←vrv+  a 

 

C VRIDDHI SANDHI is the combination of two dissimilar vowels of which, the first one 

is A :  

iA← I/i+  A

uA←U/u+  A 

RA←vrv+  A 
Vriddhi Sandhi also involves the following changes: 

iA←Ea+ a/A

 uA←oa+ a/ A
 

 

                                                 
1
 The underlined letters indicate the letters involved in Sandhi and their result. 

2
 One of the 21 Nasks.. Literally, “accompanied by the word.”  
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 Examples:  

“for Mazda”  ,iAdzam ← Ea +  Adzam 

“for Ahura” ,iAruha ← Ea +  aruha 

“comes towards” ,EtiA ← Eti +  A 

 

D. ANTARGATA SANDHI is the combination of two dissimilar vowels. The first vowel 

changes into a consonant, and the second vowel remains unchanged.  

aii  ← a+ i    Aii    ← A+ i uii    ← u+ i

aw    ← a+ u    Aw    ← A+ u      iw    ← i+ u      

ar   ← a+ vrv Ar   ← A+ vrv ur   ← u+ vrv

awa   ← a + oa    &wa   ← &+ oa ir   ← i+ vrv

Awa   ← A + oa    aya   ← a+ Ea Aya   ← A+ Ea

 

Examples:  

“speaking thus”   ,anajoaytiu  ←  anajoa  +  itiu 

“opposing”   ,arAytiap ←  arA + itiap 

“Spityura” (King Jamshed‟s brother)  ,aruytips ← aru + itips 

“for the holy (lady)”  ,iAynoaCa  ←  iA +  inoaCa

“from the body”      ,Tawnat  ←  Ta +  unat 

“greatly beloved”  ,atirfAwh  ← atirfA + uh

“widely flowing water”  ,apAwru  ← apA + uru

“small”    ,iwsak   ←  i + usak

“time”   ,anAwrz   ←  anA + urz

“with the cow/bull” ,awag  ←  a + oag

“of  the cows/bulls”  ,m&wag  ←  m& + oag

“pain, affliction”   ,atird ← ati +  vrvd

 

Exercise: 

1. Fill in the blanks and name the Sandhi: 

 
“indeed, surely”   _____________ ←   Ti + Iz 

1 
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“speaking in accordance”    ___________  ←  itxu + una 

2 

 
“approached”    _____________← ati + apu 

3 

 
“and the women”  _____________  ←  acsa + iriAn 

4 

 
“for the world”   _____________  ←  e + uhMa

5 

 
“to be old”    _____________← U + vrvz

6 

 
“silvern”    _____________←  ani + atazvrv 

7 

 
“spoke forth”    _____________  ←  atxu + arf 

8 

 

2. Which Vowel Sandhis involve  

a. Similar Vowels : ______________________________________________________ 

b. Dissimilar Vowels :____________________________________________________ 

 

2. Consonantal Sandhi 

When two consonants come together in the formation of a word, the first consonant 

generally undergoes a change, as per certain rules. This is called Consonantal Sandhi. 

Some of the important rules of consonantal sandhi are: 

 

Rule 1: 

When m / t / n / w /r / C are added to unaspirate Guttural, Palatal and Labial 

consonants, the latter change to their corresponding aspirate forms. If the consonant does 

not have a corresponding aspirate form, it changes to x.   

m/t/n /w/r/C+ Aspirate Consonant ← m/t/n /w/r/C+  Unaspirate consonant 

 

Examples:  

“poured”    ,atxiri ← at + ciri 

“divided; apportioned”   ,atxab ← at + jab 

Rule 2: 

When a dental consonant is followed by t-, it changes to s. When a dental consonant is 

followed by  D-/d-, it changes to z. 

Ts ←  t  +  D/ d/q/  t/T

Dz/H  ←   D/d  +  D/ d/q/  t/T 

Examples:  

“dead”  ,atsiri ←at+ qiri 
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“truth”   ,itsAr ← it+ DAr 

“offering”   ,aHaym ← ad+ daym 

“gift”  ,aHad ←ad+ qad 

 

Rule 3: 

When the last letter of the first word is m-, and the first letter of the second 

word/termination is -t,  m- changes to N.  

tN← -t +  m- 
Example:  

“angry”     ,atNarg ← at + marg 

 

Rule 4: 

When the last letter of the first word is s- / z-, and the first letter of the second 

word/termination is -t,  s- or z- changes to S 

tS ←-t + s- / z- 

Examples:  

“venerated; attuned” ,atSaY ← at + zaY 

“asked; questioned” ,atSrap ← at + srap 

 

Rule 5: 

When the last letter of the first word is h-, and the first letter of the second 

word/termination is -t,  h- changes to s 

ts ←  -t + h- 

Examples:  

“he/she/it is”     ,itsa ←  it + ha 

“he/she wears”   ,etsaW ←  et + haW 

 

Rule 6: 

When the last letter of the first word is z-, and the first letter of the second 

word/termination is -n /-m,    z- changes to s,  

ns or ms← -n or -m +  z- 
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Examples:  

“veneration”   ,ansaY ←an + zaY 

“carrying”    ,amsaW ←am + zaW 

 

Rule 7: 

When the last letter of the first word is r-, and the first letter of the second 

word/termination is -t, the two letters merge to form C . In this rule the second letter 

merges with the first, unlike other consonantal sandhis. 

 

C ← -t +r- 
Examples:  

“man”  ,ay‚am ← ayt +ram 

“Fravashi – Guardian Spirit” ,iCawarf ← it +rawarf 

 

Exercise: 

1. Fill in the blanks : 

“seed”   _____________ ←   nam+ kat 
1 

“fever; heat” _____________←  un+ pat 
2 

“exhilaration” _____________← it + dam 
3 

“knowledge”     _____________← it + Tic 
4 

“vomitted”   _____________←at + maW 
5 

“rubbed”     _____________ ← at + zram 
6 

“teaching”     _____________ ← it + has 
7 

“righteousness”    _________ ← at +ra 
8 

2. Give the Avestan word for :  

1 “poured”      4 “divided” 

2 “venerated”      5 “questioned” 

3 “he wears”    6 “carrying” 

 

III. ROOTS & THEIR GRADATIONS 

1. Roots 

A root is the basic component of a word. From the root, other parts of speech like nouns, 

adjectives, verbs, participles etc. are formed.  In Avesta, a root is always monosyllabic, 

that is, it contains only one vowel. There may or may not be consonants along with the 

vowel. The number of consonants in a root may vary from one to four. 
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A root is indicated by the sign „’ and followed by a dash „-‟. The dash indicates that a 

root is not a complete word. The meaning of a root or any other word has to be placed in 

open and closed double inverted commas. 

 

A root by itself is not generally used as a word in a sentence. However, a few roots, 

indicated by an  asterisk (*) in the following list, can be directly used as nouns:  

-ra  “to obtain; to value; to go; to move” -i      “to go; to move” 

-pat     “to heat” -Ap      “to protect” 

-iCx   “to rule; to shine” -Ans    “to bathe”

-zvrvW    “to work” *-Ad     “to give; to know; to create” 

-Cu     “to burn; to shine” *-caW     “to speak” 

-vrvk     “to do” *-jurd       “to lie; to hurt;  to deceive” 

-uts     “to praise” *-Irf      “to love” 

-Ci      “to wish” *-Tic    “to think” 

-svrvp   “to ask, to inquire” *-uY      “to join” 

-vrvd     “to tear” *-zvrvb    “to exalt” 

 

Exercise: 

1. Give the roots: 

1 -                                   “to go, to move” 5 -                         “to exalt” 

2 -                                    “to think” 6 -                         “to praise” 

3 -                                  “to bathe” 7 -                         “to wish”  

4 -                                 “to rule; to shine” 8 -                        “to ask, to inquire” 

 

 

 

2. Vowel Gradation (Guna and Vriddhi) 

We have studied above that every Avestan root has a simple vowel.  This simple vowel 

has two grades Guna and Vriddhi.
1
 A root is generally changed to either of the grades 

before being used in a word, as per the constructional requirement of the word. This 

                                                 
1
 Also referred to as full or zero grades respectively. 
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change is referred to as vowel gradation.
1
 The transformation of a simple vowel into the 

two grades takes place in the following manner: 

SIMPLE VOWEL GUNA VRIDDHI 

A a A 

i/ I Ea
2
 iA 

u/ U oa
3
 uA 

vrv Ra rA 

  

Examples : 

ROOTS MEANINGS GUNA  VRIDDHI 

-pat
“to heat” 

-pat -pAt

-nam
“to think” 

-nam -nAm

-iCx
“to rule” 

-EaCx -iACx

-is
“to lie down” 

-Eas -iAs

-Cug
“to hear” 

-Coag -CuAg

-uh
“to pound” 

-oah -uAh

-vrvb      
“to carry” 

-rab -rAb

-zvrvm      
“to rub” 

-zram -zrAm

Exercise: 

1. Fill in the blanks: 

a) The Vriddhi form of -mag “to go” is __________. 

b) The Guna form of -svrvp “to ask” is ________. 

c) The Guna form of -Irf “to love” is ________. 

d) The Vriddhi form of -uts “to praise” is __________. 

 

2. Arrange in your note-book the roots studied above in alphabetical order. 

 

3. Give the Guna and Vriddhi forms of the following roots:  

 ROOT GUNA FORM VRIDDHI FORM 

1. 
-nat “to stretch” 

  

                                                 
1
 Also known as ablaut grades. 

2
 iO in Gathic texts.  

3
 uV in Gathic texts. 
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2. 
-vrvts “to spread”

  

3. 
-jab “to divide 

  

4. 
-in “to lead 

  

5. 
-urm “to speak” 

  

6. 
-ip “to nourish” 

  

7. 
-urs “to hear” 

  

8. 
-vrvp “to cross” 

  

 

 

IV. NOUNS  

1. Primary and Secondary Nouns 

Almost all nouns are formed by adding suffixes to the root. Before taking on the suffix, 

the roots may have to be graded. A noun thus formed is called a base or crude form, which 

have to be inflected before being used in a sentence. There are two types of Nouns – 

Primary Nouns and Secondary Nouns. 

1) Primay Nouns: When nouns are formed by adding suffixes to roots, they are called 

Primary Nouns. There are several suffixes which form primary nouns. The root may have 

to be graded before adding the suffix. Some primary nouns are:  

Root Noun suffix Primary Noun 

-ma “to be courageous”  a ,ama “courage”   

-cat  “to flow” ni ,nicat  “river” 

-ip  “to nourish” ut ,utip  “food” 

-urz “to age” anA ,anAwrz “time” 

-uh  “to pound” ana   ,anawAh “time of pounding.” 

Name of the first Geh. 

-Ci “to throw” u ,uCi  “arrow”  

-ha “to throw” u ,uha  “existence”  

-zar “to arrange” un ,unCar  “truth” 
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Specific Noun suffixes: Some Primary noun suffixes are used for specific purposes.  

a. Suffix rat- forms Agentive nouns. Egs: 

“one who pours libations” chief priest” ,ratoaz 
1
 ← rat-  + “to pour” -uz 

“one who nourishes; father” ,ratip ← rat-  + “to nourish” -ip 

 

b. Suffix Si-  forms Neuter  nouns  which are indeclinable. Egs: 

“a mat” 
2
 ,Siriats ← Si-  + “to spread” -vrvts 

“weapon”  
3
 ,SiQians ← Si-  + “to cut”-Qans  

 

c. Suffix hMa- forms Neuter  nouns.  Egs: 

“a thought”  ,hManam ← hMa-  + “to think” -nam 

“throne”  ,hMasa ← hMa-  + “to sit” -sa 

 

d. Suffix TAt-  forms Abstract feminine nouns.  Egs: 

“immortality” ,TAtvrvma ← TAt- + “to be immortal” -vrvma 

“perfection” ,TAtawruah ← TAt- +  “all, entire” ,awruah 

 

2) Secondary Nouns: When nouns are formed by adding suffixes to nominal bases. They 

are called Secondary Nouns.  Egs: 

“Lord of existence” ,aruha ←  ar  +  “life; world; existence”  uha

“mankind” ,akAy
 
‚am ←  aka +  “man” ay

 
‚am 

 

V. ADJECTIVES 
Adjectives in Avesta always agree in gender, number and case with the nouns they 

qualify. There are two main types of Adjectives – Simple and Derivative.  

1. Simple adjectives: They are derived directly from roots. Egs: 

Derived from Adjective 

“to be beautiful” -irs “beautiful” ,arirs 

“to be good” -haW “good” ,uh(M)aW or ,uhoW 

“to hasten”     -sa “swift”     ,usA 

                                                 
1
 The root is changed to its Guna form. 

2
 Epenthesis.

3
 Epenthesis 
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2. Derivative Adjectives: They are derived from nouns by adding adjectival suffixes like 

ay-, ani-, Taw-, naw-, TNaw-, Tam- or TNam- Egs: 

 “material; corporeal” ,Tawtsa     ←  Taw- +  “bone; matter” ,Tsa 

“manly”     ,ayrian ←  ay- +  “man” ,ran   

“courageous; strong”     ,TNawama ←  TNaw- +  “courage” ,ama  

“filthy; having pollution”    ,Tamusan ←  Tam- +  “dirt, filth” ,usan 

 

Degrees of Adjectives 

The Comparative and Superlative degrees of adjectives are formed by adding terminations 

to the adjectives. There are two sets of terminations. Generally adjectives ending in 

Taw- and a- take the first set of terminations and adjectives ending in u- and 

consonants take the second set. Very rarely an adjective may take terminations from two 

different sets. 
 

First set: The Comparative degree is formed by adding arat- and the Superlative 

degree is formed by adding amvt- to the adjective. Egs:  

Superlative degree Comparative degree ADJECTIVE 

,amvtsawama 

“strongest.” 

aratsawama  

"stronger”, 

“strong”,Tawama  

,amvtOrGu  

“most vigorous.” 

,aratOrGu
1
  

“more vigorous.” 

“vigorous” ,arGu  

,amvtsawarqvrvW 

“most victorious” 

,aratsawarqvrvW 

“more victorious” 

“victorious” ,TawarqvrvW  

 

Second set: The Comparative degree is formed by adding hMay- and the Superlative 

degree is formed by adding atSi- to the root from which the adjective is derived. Egs:   

Superlative degree Comparative degree ADJECTIVE 

“best” ,atSihaW  “better” ,hMayhaW  “good ” ,uhaW   

“swiftest” ,atSisA   “swifter” ,hMaysA     “swift”  ,usA 

“greatest” ,atSizam  “greater” ,hMayzam “great” ,zam 

Note that final u is dropped in the first two adjectives in both the degrees 

                                                 

1
 Phonetic change - final a changes to O . 
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Exercise: 

1. Fill in the blanks: 

1. 
“legal”    ,aytiAd  ← ______ +  “law” ,atAd 

2. 
“righteous”    ,nawaCa  ← _______  +  “righteousness”  ,aCa 

 

2. Give Comparative and superlative degrees with meanings of : 

______________←  ____________←  “holy”  ,TawaCa (I set) 

______________←  ______________←  “near”  ,dzan (II set) 

 

 

VI. GENDERS 
 

The Avesta has three genders – Masculine, Feminine and Neuter. Words designating male 

and female beings are masculine and feminine respectively. Words designating inanimate 

objects, abstract nouns and concepts are not always neuter, and may be masculine or 

feminine. In Avesta genders are grammatical and not natural, that is, they do not always 

indicate sex.  

 

There is no rule to ascertain the genders. Words designating male and female can be easily 

identified. Eg.: 

Masculine:  ,arqup “son”, ,ratip “father”, ,ratArb “brother”, ,ran “man”  

Feminine: ,raDGud “daughter”, ,ratAm “mother”, ,rahMaX “sister”, ,IriAn “a 

woman”   

In some cases, genders may be ascertained by suffixes. Eg.: rat- indicates masculine, 

TAt- and it- indicate feminine and hMa-, hMan-, nam-, vra- and  Si- 

indicate neuter genders.  

 

Changing to feminine gender: Masculine and neuter words can be changed to the 

feminine gender by adding a suffix, depending on the base of the word: 

1. When a word ends in  a-, feminine is formed either by adding a or substituting final 

a by I to it.

Egs: “stronger”  ,Amxat  “strong” ,amxat 

“grandmother” ,AkAyn ← “grandfather” ,akAyn 

“a demoness” ,IwEad ←  “a demon” ,awEad 

“a ewe” ,ICEam  ← “a ram” ,aCEam   
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2. When a word ends in  U-, feminine is formed either by adding I to it.

Egs: “wide” ,IBqvrvp ← “wide” ,uqvrvp   

“youthful” ,IwzaY ← “youthful” ,uzaY 

 

3. When a word ends in hMay- feminine is formed by substituting it by ihey-.

Egs.: “greater” ,iheyzam ← “greater” ,hMayzam 

“better”,iheyhaW ← “better” ,hMayhaW 

 

4. When a word ends in any consonant, feminine is formed by adding i-
1
  to it.

Egs.: “filthy” ,itiamusan ← “filthy” ,Tamusan

“righteous” ,inoaCa ←  “righteous” ,nawaCa 

 “nourisher”  ,irqArq ←  “nourisher”  ,ratArq 

 

Exercise: 

1. Form the feminine of the following words: 

 Masculine Feminine 

1 
,arirs  “beautiful” 

 

2 
,uhMaW “good” 

 

3 
,apsa  “horse” 

 

4 
,Tawatsa  “material” 

 

5. 
,hMayjoa  “stronger”

 

 

VII. DECLENSIONS 
Before using a noun, adjective, participle or pronoun in a sentence, certain terminations 

have to be added to them. These terminations determine the place of the word in a 

sentence and serve as preposition/post positions like to, with, for and from. The adding of 

terminations is referred to as declensions.
2
 

 

Before the addition of terminations, the nouns, adjectives, participles and pronouns are 

referred to as crude forms.   They are categorized on the basis of their last letter (base) 

and gender. In all, there are eight cases of declensions, each having three numbers – 

singular, dual and plural.  

                                                 

1
  i-is added to the weaker base, whenever the word shows two bases. 

2
 This is similar to the eight Kārak in the Hindi language: Kartā – ne, Karma – ko, Karna – se, Sampradān – 

ke liye, Apādān se, Sambandh – kā/ ki/ ke, Adhikaran – me / par, Sambandh – are/oh 
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1. General Case Terminations 

General case terminations is a standard table of terminations. For each base and gender, 

these terminations slightly vary from case to case:  

 CASES Prepositions, 

Purpose 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

1 Nominative  Subject 
s- 

1
 or S-

2 Crude form / a-  sa- 

2 Accusative  To, (direct 

object)
m- Crude form / a- sa- 

3 Instrumental  by, with, 

(means or 

instrument)

Crude form / a-  ayb- Sib- 

4 Dative  to, for 

(indirect object)
Ea- ayb- Oyb- 

5 Ablative  from, 

(separation)
T(a-)

3 ayb- Oyb- 

6 Genitive  Of (possession 

or relation) 
sa-or eh- l- m&-/m&n- 

7 Locative  in, at, towards, 

on, (location)
i-, e-, 

ay- 

Soa- awh-/uh
4
 

awC-/uC- 

8 Vocative Oh!  (direct 

address)
Crude form / s- a- sa- 

Crude form is used for vowel bases and a- is added to consonantal bases. 

 

Note: 

1. Irregular forms, variations and. exceptions occur in some cases which have not been 

dealth in this book. Moreover highly irregular bases bases like O-, p- and  m- have also 

not been covered. This being a basic book, only the regular forms and cases are provided 

in the tables that follow. 

2. Some nouns like ,vranad “coin”, ,vrawh “sun”,  ,vrawAz, “strength”, ,vrafaz 

“mouth” and ,Siriats “mat” do not take any case terminations, and are used in 

sentences in their crude forms. Such words are called indeclinables.  

3. The paradigms of some of the bases given in the examples that follow are hypothetical. 

They may not make sense or have any meaning, as all words do not occur in all cases and 

numbers. For instance, a proper noun may never be in dual or plural.  

                                                 

1
 Used after a and A 

2
 Used after I and u 

3
 a-is used for consonantal bases. 

4
 Used only after O-, a-, A- 
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2. Vowel Bases 

1. Bases ending in a- Masculine  

,arqup  “son” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Orqup 

1

The son 
,arqup  

The two sons

,OhMlrqup 
2

The sons 
Accusative 

,mvrqup 
3

To the son 

,arqup

To the two sons 

,OhMlrqup

To the sons 
Instrumental 

,arqup

With the son 

,aybiEarqup

With the two sons 

,SibiEarqup

With the sons 
Dative 

,iArqup

For the son 
,aybiEarqup

For the two sons 
,OybiEarqup

For the sons 
Ablative 

,TArqup

From the son 
,aybiEarqup

From the two sons 
,OybiEarqup

From the sons 
Genitive 

,eharqup

Of the son 
,lyarqup

4

Of the two sons 

,m&narqup

Of the sons 
Locative 

,erqup
5

At/in the son 

,Soyarqup  

At/in the two sons 

,uCEarqup

At/in the sons 
Vocative 

,arqup

Oh! the son 
,arqup

Oh! The two sons 
,OhMlrqup

Oh! the sons 
 

Some other words of the base a- Masculine 

,aruha “lord” ,amoah  “Haoma”  Pr. noun ,ariW “man” 

,atsaz “hand” ,arqim  Mithra - Proper noun ,ay‚am  “man” 

,apsa “horse” ,atSu  “bliss” ,akrhvW “wolf” 

,aCvma “immortal” ,ansayadzam “Mazdayasna” ,atNvps “beneficent”

                                                 

1
 Final s is retained only if the word is followed by an enclitic particle, as in ,acsarqup, otherwise 

sa-is changed to O. 

2
 In a base and A base the termination sa changes to a-on account of complex linguistic rules.  

3
 Adjectives ending in ay change the ending to mI 

4
 This is a variation from the general case termination. 

5
 In some cases, like this one, the final vowel is dropped. 
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2. Bases ending in a- Neuter         

,aCa  “Righteousness” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,mvCa ,aCa ,aCa 

Accusative 
,mvCa ,aCa ,aCa 

Instrumental to Locative cases take the terminations as in a- Masculine.          

Vocative 
,mvCa ,aCa ,aCa 

 

Some other words of the base a- Neuter. 

,atAd “law ,arqaCx  “kingdom” ,arDvxah “friendship” 

,arqoanCx “propitiation” ,anAmn “house” ,anqoay‚ “action” 

,aGa or ,aka “evil”  ,ayBqara “untimely” ,atSihaW “best” 

Note: There are no cases ending in a- Feminine.  

 

Exercise:  

1. Give the declensions with meanings of ,anAmn Base:________Meaning: “               ” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

3. Bases ending in A- Masculine 

,Adzam  “All-knowing” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,ldzam ,OhMldzam 

Accusative 
,m&dzam ,OhMldzam 
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Instrumental 
,Adzam ,SibAdzam 

Dative 
,iAdzam ,OybAdzam 

Ablative 
,TAdzam ,OybAdzam 

Genitive 
,ldzam ,m&nadzam 

Locative 
,iAdzam ,awhAdzam 

Vocative 
,adzam

1
 ,OhMldzam 

Some other words of the base ,A-  Masculine 

,AdZud “evil giving” ,Ad-iCu  “intellect-giving”  

,Ayz-Orqim“promise-breaker” ,Ad-aCa  “righteousness-giving” 

,AduhMaW  “good giving” ,AtSEaqar  “warrior” 

4. Bases ending in A-  Feminine          

,ArtSa  “Weapon” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
Nominative 

,artSa   ,artSa   ,lrtSa   
Accusative 

,m&rtSa   ,artSa   ,lrtSa   
Instrumental 

,ayartSa   ,aybArtSa   ,SibArtSa   
Dative 

,iAyartSa   ,aybArtSa   ,OybArtSa   
Ablative 

,TAyartSa   ,aybArtSa   ,OybArtSa   
Genitive 

,lyartSa             - ,m&nartSa   
Locative 

,ayartSa             - ,uhArtSa   
Vocative 

,artSa   ,artSa   ,lrtSa   

Note: Ay/ay is added to the singular bases from Instrumental to Locative. 

Some other words of the base A- Feminine. 

,AnEad“religion; conscience” ,ArUs   “brave” ,Arqoaz    “libation”

,AqAg “Gāthā; song” ,Akiniak “maiden” ,Awzih  “tongue”

,AqEag “world” ,Akiriap  “fairy” ,Arawru  “plant” 

                                                 
1
 Irregular form. 
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,ArqiOd “eye” ,AkiriAn  “woman” ,Anvg “woman”

Note: There are no cases ending in A- Neuter. 

Exercise: 

1. Give the cases, numbers and meanings of the following words: 

Case Number Meaning

,iAyanEad   

,TAyaqAg   

,uhAqEag 

,aybArqiOd

,OhMldZud 

,m&natSEaqar   

,m&nanqoay‚ 

,ehatAd 

,Orqim 

,m&naCvma  

 
2. Give the Avesta words for  

Meanings Avesta word

Of  righteousness 

With two hands 

Of the religion 

From the house 

For the warriors 

The two kingdoms 

For the two horses 
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5. Bases ending in  i-  Masculine         

,iriag “Mountain” 

CASES7 SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Siriag ,iriag ,Oyarag 

Accusative 
,miriag ,iriag ,Oyarag 

Instrumental 
,iriag ,aybiriag ,Sibiriag 

Dative 
,eVrag ,aybiriag ,Oybiriag 

Ablative 
,TiOrag ,aybiriag ,Oybiriag 

Genitive 
,SiOrag - ,m&niriag 

Locative 
,iriag - ,uCiriag 

Vocative 
,iriag ,iriag ,Oyarag 

Some other words of the base i-   Masculine 

,itiap “lord”
1
 ,irtSuqaraz “A Zoroastrian” ,iZa “serpent” 

 

6. Bases ending in i-    Feminine 

Bases ending in i- Feminine   are declined in the same way as i- Masculine   

However there is no Dual number and no Locative case.  

Some words of the base i- Feminine: 

,iCa  “blessing” ,itiamrA Ārmaiti “right-minded” ,itiC “dwelling” 

,itiUyatu “strength” ,iCawarf “Guardian Spirit” ,iCiwvt “capability”

 

7. Bases ending in i-    Neuter         

,inCxoar  “Light” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
Nominative 

,inCxoar ,inCxoar ,inCxoar 
Accusative 

,inCxoar ,inCxoar ,inCxoar   

Instrumental to Locative cases take the terminations as in i-   Masculine.          

Vocative 
,inCxoar   ,inCxoar ,inCxoar 

                                                 
1
 It is declined irregularly. 
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Some other words of the base i-    Neuter. 

,iriUb  “prosperity” ,iCu  “ intellect” ,iCa  “eye” 

 

8. Bases ending in u- Masculine      

,usap “animal” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Susap ,usap ,Owasap 

Accusative 
,musap ,usap ,Owasap 

Instrumental 
,usap ,aybusap ,Sibusap

Dative 
,ewsap ,aybusap ,Oybusap

Ablative 
,Tawsap ,aybusap ,Oybusap 

Genitive 
,SuVsap - ,m&nusap 

Locative 
,awasap ,Soayusap ,uCusap 

Vocative 
,Susap ,usap ,Owasap 

Some other words of the base  u- Masculine 

,uh(M)aW “good” ,uyaW “wind” ,uyAp  “protection”

,uzAb “arm” ,udNih “India” ,uh(M)a “life; world; lord”

Note: u- base Mas. words ending in ut- like ,utar “lord”,  ,utarx “wisdom”, 

,utAg “place” and ,utAY “sorcerer”  have a weaker form (-Bqar, -Bqarx, 

-BqAg,-BqAY) in the following bases: Instrumental, Dative, Genitive and 

Locative singular, and Genitive plural. 

9. Bases ending in u- Feminine 

,unat “body” 

Bases ending in u- Feminine are declined in the same way as u- Masculine from 

Nominative  to  Dative. There is no Dual number.  

Ablative  
,Toanat ,Oybunat 

Genitive 
,Ownat ,m&nunat 

Locative 
,iwnat ,uCunat 
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Vocative 
,unat ,Owanat 

Some words of the base u- Feminine 

,uh?iad “country” ,usan “pollution” 

 

10. Bases ending in u- Neuter 

,uruAd  “Wood” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
Nominative 

,uruAd ,uruAd ,uruAd 
Accusative 

,uruAd ,uruAd ,uruAd 

Instrumental to Locative cases take the terminations as in u- Masculine.          

Vocative 
,uruAd ,uruAd ,uruAd 

Other word of the base u-  Neuter: ,uqvrvp “broad” 
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3. Consonantal Bases  

The rules for forming declensions of bases ending in consonants are somewhat different 

from Vowel bases. Though the same general case terminations are appended to both, there 

are certain differences: 

1) Some consonantal bases have Changeable and Unchangeable forms. Changeable bases 

have strong and weak forms. The Nominative and Accusative forms are considered strong 

and the rest are weak. Some Vocatives and plurals of Instrumental, Dative and Ablative 

cases may either be strong or weak. Unchangeable bases include a single letter or cluster 

of letters where bases end in suffixes like nam-, hMa- and TAt- 

2) The final letter or group of letters is dropped in some cases (Nominative and Vocative 

singulars, Instrumental, Dative and Ablative plurals). 

3) In Instrumental singular forms, a- is added to the base, unlike in vowel bases where 

the crude forms are generally used. 

 

Apart from the declensions of bases given below there are other bases which are quiet 

irregular and hence not given in this book. They are :  m- base, p- base and s- base.  

1. Bases ending in T(Na)-  Masculine  

,TNarab (st);  ,Tarab (wk)   “Carrying” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Orab ,OtNarab 

Accusative 
,mvtNarab  ,OtNarab 

Instrumental 
,atarab ,SibTarab 

Dative 
,etiarab ,OybTarab 

Ablative 
,Tatarab ,OybTarab 

Genitive 
,Otarab ,m&tarab 

Locative 
,itiarab ,awCusarab 

Vocative 
,Orab ,OtNarab 

(Note: Dative and Ablative singular and Accusative to Genitive and Vocative plural  

can also take on the strong base.) 

Some other words of the base T(Na)-  Masculine 

 

 

,TNasaj “coming, going” ,TNanaW “conquering” 

,TNayaCx “ruling” ,TNawj “living” 

,TNaward /,TNawgvrd “evil; wicked”
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2. Bases ending in T(At)- Feminine  

,TAtawruah Khordād (Lit. “Perfection”) 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,sAtawruah ,atAtawruah ,OtAtawruah 

Accusative 
,mvtAtawruah ,atAtawruah ,OtAtawruah   

Instrumental 
,atAtawruah ,aybTatawruah  ,SibTatawruah  

Dative 
,etiAtawruah   ,aybTatawruah  ,OybTatawruah

Ablative 
,TAtatawruah   ,aybTatawruah  ,OybTatawruah  

Genitive 
,OtAtawruah   ,ltawruah  ,m&tatawruah   

Locative 
,aytiAtawruah   - - 

Vocative 
,sAtawruah   ,atAtawruah ,OtAtawruah  

Some other words of the base ,T(At)-  Feminine 

,TAtatvrvma Amardad (Lit.“immortality”)  ,TAtEawaY “eternity” 

,TAts&y‚xu  “growth, waxing” ,TAtamvtarf “forwardness” 

,TAts&sfvrvn “decrease, waning” 
 

 

3. Bases ending in T(aw)-   Neuter 

,TNawama (st);  ,Tawama (wk) “Powerful, strong” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 
Nominative 

,Tawama ,atawama 
Accusative 

,Tawama ,atawama 
Instrumental 

,atawama ,SibTawama 
Dative 

,etiawama ,OybTawama 
Ablative 

,Tatawama ,OybTawama 
Genitive 

,Otawama ,m&tawama 
Locative 

,itiawama - 
Vocative 

,Tawama ,atawama 
Note: Here Dat, & Abl. singular and Accus. to Gen. & Voc. plural take the strong base.) 
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Another word of the base ,T(aw)-   Neuter: ,Tawatsa “material; corporeal” 

4. Bases ending in  n- Masculine   

,nawaCa  (st); ,noaCa  (wk)  “Righteous, holy” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,awaCa   ,anawaCa  ,OnawaCa   

Accusative 
,mvnawaCa   ,anawaCa  ,OnawaCa   

Instrumental 
,anoaCa   - ,SibawaCa   

Dative 
,enoaCa   - ,OybawaCa   

Ablative 
,TanoaCa   - ,OybawaCa   

Genitive 
,OnoaCa   - ,m&noaCa   

Locative 
,inoaCa  - - 

Vocative 
,muACa   - ,OnawaCa   

 

Some other words of the base n- Masculine: 

,nawarqA   (st); 

,nuruaqa (wk) “priest”

,nawru (st);  

 ,nuru (wk) “soul”

,nawaY (st); 

,nawY(wk) “youth” 

 

5. Bases ending in n- Feminine 

,niniak “A maiden”  

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,iniak ,Oniniak

Accusative 
,mvniniak ,Oniniak

Instrumental 
,aniniak ,Sibiniak

Dative 
,eniniak ,Oybiniak

Ablative 
,Taniniak ,Oybiniak

Genitive 
,Oniniak ,m&niniak

Locative - - 

Vocative - - 

Another word of the base n-  Feminine : ,napaCx (st); ,nfaCx (wk) “night” 

(Note: Here Instr. to Gen. singular & Nom., Accus.& Gen. plural take the weak base.) 
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6. Bases ending in n(am)-  Neuter  

,namAd “Creation” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,amAd ,n&mAd

Accusative 
,amAd ,n&mAd

Instrumental 
,anamAd ,SibVmAd

Dative 
,eniamAd ,OybamAd

Ablative 
,TanamAd ,OybamAd

Genitive 
,OnamAd ,m&namAd

Locative 
,iniamAd ,awhOmAd

Vocative 
- - 

Some other words of the base n(am)-  Neuter. 

,namsvrab 

“Ceremonial implement.” 

,namCac “eye” ,namAn “name” 

,namAr “joy” ,namxah “friend” 

 

7. Bases ending in r-  Masculine       

,ran   “Man” 

CASES SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

Nominative 
,An  ,aran  ,Oran  

Accusative 
,mvran  ,aran  ,Oran  

Instrumental 
,aran  ,aybvran  ,Sibvran  

Dative 
,erian  ,aybvran  ,Oybvran  

Ablative 
,Taran  ,aybvran  ,Oybvran  

Genitive 
,Sran  ,lran  ,m&ran  

Locative 
,irian  - - 

Vocative 
,An  ,aran  ,Oran  

 

Another word of the base r-   Masculine : ,rats  “star”
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8. Bases ending in r(at)-Masculine

,ratoaz  (st);  ,rqoaz  (wk) “Chief Priest” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,atoaz ,OrAtoaz

Accusative 
,mvrAtoaz ,OrAtoaz

Instrumental 
,arqoaz  ,Sibvratoaz

Dative 
,erqoaz  ,Oybvratoaz

Ablative 
,Tarqoaz  ,Oybvratoaz

Genitive 
,Orqoaz  ,m&rqoaz  

Locative - - 
Vocative 

,vratoaz ,OrAtoaz

Some other words of the base r(at)-  Masculine : 

,ratip  “father” ,ratArq “nourisher” 

,ratAd “giver” ,ratA “fire” 

,ratAp “protector” ,ratArb “brother” 

 

9. Bases ending in h(MaB)- Masculine 

,hMaBDad (st)  ,Suqad (wk) “Creator” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,lBDad ,OhMlBDad 

Accusative 
,mvhMlBDad ,OhMlBDad 

Instrumental 
,aCuqad ,SibZudad 

Dative 
,eCuqad ,OybZudad 

Ablative 
,TaCuqad ,OybZudad 

Genitive 
,OCuqad ,m&Cuqad 

Locative 
- - 

Vocative 
,lBDad ,OhMlBDad 

Other word of the base h(MaB)- Masculine: ,hMaBDiW (st)  ,SuqiW (wk) 

“learned, wise one” 
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10. Bases ending in h(Ma)- Neuter   

,hManam “Mind, thought” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Onam ,lnam 

Accusative 
,Onam ,lnam 

Instrumental 
,ahManam ,SibVnam 

Dative 
,ehManam ,OybVnam 

Ablative 
,TahManam ,OybVnam 

Genitive 
,OhManam ,m&hManam 

Locative 
,ihanam ,awhOnam 

Vocative 
,Onam ,lnam 

Some other words of the base h(Ma)- Neuter: 

,hMacaW “word”  ,hMamvt “darkness” 

,hMamvn  “homage” ,hMacoar “light” 

,hMajoa “strength” ,hManvraX “divine energy” 

,hManEa “harm, injury”

 

Note: Apart from the regular bases of declensions given above, there are other bases like 

m-, h- and p-, mostly with irregular forms.  

Exercise : 

1. Give the case, number and meaning of the following words: 

Case Number Meaning

,Osaj    

,etiawrd    

,TanamCac    

,ehManEa    

,eniamxah    

,m&nfaCx    

,etiAtEawaY    
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VIII. PRONOUNS 
In Avesta there are six types of Pronouns : 

1. Personal Pronouns  2. Demonstrative Pronoun 3. Relative Pronoun 

4. Reflexive Pronoun 5 Interrogative Pronoun 6. Pronominal Adjectives 

 

All the pronouns are declined as per the rules of declensions, however, they are highly 

irregular. Here only the declensions of Personal Pronouns are given. Except for the First 

and Second Personal Pronouns, the Gender is distinguished in all other Pronouns. 

 

1. Personal Pronouns:  

First Personal Pronoun ,mvza “I” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,mvza  “I” ,mEaW “We” 

Accusative 
,m&m; ,Am “to me” ,Vn ; ,On ; ,amha “to us” 

Instrumental - - 

Dative 
,iOm;,em“for me” ,Vn ; ,On ; ,amha “for us” 

Ablative 
,Tam “from me” ,Tamha“from us” 

Genitive 
,iOm;,em“my” ,Vn; ,On ; ,mvkAmha “our” 

Locative - - 

Vocative - - 

Second Personal Pronoun ,mUt “thou ” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,mUt; ,Ut “thou ” ,mvZUY “you” 

Accusative 
,m&Bq “to thee” ,VW;,OW “to you” 

Instrumental - - 

Dative 
,iOt ;,et “for thee” ,VW;,OW;,AybiamCUY“for you” 

Ablative 
,TaBq “from thee” ,TamCUY “from you” 

Genitive 
,iOt;,et;,awat “ thy” ,VW ; ,OW ; ,mvkAmCUY “your” 

Locative - - 

Vocative 
,mvwt; ,Ut “O Thou !” 

- 

Third Personal Pronoun – Masculine ,at “he ” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Oh ; ,eh “he” ,iOt; ,et “they” 

Accusative 
,mid ; ,mvt “to him” ,s&t ; ,Sid “to them” 
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Instrumental 
,SiAt; ,At “with him” ,SiAt “with them” 

Dative 
,iAmha; ,Oh;,eh“for him” ,OybiEat “for them” 

Ablative 
,Tamha “from him” ,OybiEat “from them” 

Genitive 
,eC; ,eh “his” 

- 

Locative - - 

Vocative - - 

Third Personal Pronoun – Feminine ,At “she ” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,At; ,Ah“she” ,SIh; ,lt “they” 

Accusative 
,m&t “to her” ,SIh; ,lt “to them” 

Instrumental - - 

Dative 
,iOh; ,eh “for her” - 

Ablative - - 

Genitive 
,eh “her” 

- 

Locative - - 

Vocative - - 

Third Personal Pronoun – Neuter ,Tat“it ” 

CASES SINGULAR PLURAL 

Nominative 
,Tat “it” ,At “they” 

Accusative 
,Tat “to it” ,At “to them” 

The rest of the cases are same as Third Personal Pronoun – Masculine. 

 

2. Demonstrative Pronoun:  

Masculine Feminine Neuter Meaning 

,atEa ,AtEa ,TatEa 
“this, that” 

,awa ,Awa ,Tawa 
“that” 

,ami ,Ami ,Tami 
“this” 

,a or ,mEa 
- - “this” 

 3. Relative Pronoun: “which, who” 

,aY (Masculine);  ,AY (Feminine); ,TaY / ,Tayh (Neuter) 

 

4. Reflexive Pronoun : “self” 

,awh or  ,aX  (Masculine &  Neuter) “self, himself, itself ” 

,Awh or  ,AX (Feminine) “self, herself” 
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5 Interrogative Pronoun : “who, when, what, which, why ?” 

,ak (Masculine); ,Ak (Feminine); ,Tak (Neuter) 

 

6. Pronominal Adjectives:  

Masculine & Neuter Feminine Meaning 

,apsiW ,ApsiW 
“every, all ” 

,ayna ,Ayna 
“other, another” 

,awruah   ,Awruah 
“whole, entire” 

Note: All pronouns have to be declined before being used in a sentence.  

 

Self Study: Declined forms of pronoun which occur in basic Zoroastrian prayers: 

Word Pronoun Case Number Meaning 

,iAmha
Demonstrative 

& Personal 

Dative Singular For /unto this; unto him”  

,miY
Relative Accusative  Singular Who 

,mvk
Interrogative Accusative Singular Who, which? 

,OY
Relative Nominative  Singular Who 

,iAmhaY
Relative Dative Singular For whom  

,iAmhak
Interrogative Dative Singular For whom?  

,ehMeY
Relative Genitive  Singular Of / among whom 

,lyFaX
Reflexive Genitive  Singular Of the self 

,m&napsiW
Pronominal 

Adjective 

Genitive  Plural  Of / among all 

,mVyna
Pronominal Accusative  Singular To another 

 

Exercise: 

1. Identify the types of pronouns and its gender and give its meaning: 

Word Type of pronoun Gender Meaning 

,apsiW
   

,SiAt
   

,Awh
   

,awruah
   

,Tami
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IX. NUMERALS 
 

The numerals in Avesta are expressed only in words. There are no figures to indicate the 

numerals. The following are the Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers. All numerals have to be 

declined before being used in a sentence.  

 

CARDINAL NUMBERS 

 

,awEa One ,nasadSawCx Sixteen 

,awd   Two ,nasadatpah Seventeen 

,irq    Three ,nasadatSa Eighteen 

,raBqac  Four ,nasadawan Nineteen 

,nacNap   Five ,itiasiW Twenty 

,SawCx  Six ,Tasirq Thirty 

,natpah  Seven  ,atasvraBqac Forty 

,natSa  Eight  ,atasAcNap Fifty 

,nawan  Nine  ,itSawCx Sixty 

,nasad Ten ,itiAtpah Seventy 

,nasadNawEa Eleven ,itiAtSa  Eighty 

,nasadawd  Twelve ,itiawan Ninety 

,nasadirq Thirteen  ,atas Hundred 

,nasadurqac Fourteen ,arMazah Thousand 

,nasadacNap  Fifteen ,vrawEab Ten-thousand 
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ORDINAL NUMBERS 

 

They signify order of occurrence. They are derived from cardinal numbers. 

 

,ayrioap First ,asadawd  Twelfth 

,aytib  Second ,asadirq  Thirteenth 

,aytirq Third ,asadurqac  Fourteenth 

,ayriUt  Fourth ,asadacNap  Fifteenth 

,aDxup  Fifth ,asadSawCx  Sixteenth 

,awtSx Sixth ,asadatpah  Seventeenth 

,aQatpah Seventh ,asadatSa  Eighteenth 

,amvtSa  Eighth ,asadawan Nineteenth 

,amuAn  Ninth ,amvts&siW Twentieth 

,amvsad Tenth ,atasirq Thirtieth 

,asadNawEa Eleventh 
 

 

Exercise: 
1. Transliterate into Avesta, and identify the declined forms of ordinal numbers therein : 

bityō vwyō, rityō ava-tanuyō, tūirya aa vahita, puxa vīspa vohū mazdaāta aa-

cira, xtvō ya ahmi xratu, haptaō xratum atmō ya ahmi citi, nāumō cistiv. 

Transliteration:____________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Ordinal Numbers: 

Second:  

 

Third: 

 

Fourth: 

 

Fifth: 

 

Sixth: 

 

Seventh: 

 

Eighth:  

 

Ninth: 
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X. VERBS 
 

Verbs are words that show action. In Avesta, the verbs indicate numbers, person, tense 

and sometimes also associated auxiliary verbs. They are formed by adding terminations to 

roots, after the later are modified into bases by applying certain rules.  

 

Verbal terminations indicate one of the three numbers - Singular, dual or plural. They also 

indicate one of the three personal forms -  First, second or third. The terminations 

denoting persons in different numbers are called personal verbal terminations. 

 

The verbs are conjugated in two voices: 

1. Parasmaipada (literally voice or step for another).
1
 It implies that the action of the 

verb, or its consequence tends to a person or thing other than the agent.  

2. Atmanepada (literally voice or step for one‟s self).
2
 It implies that the action of the 

verb, or its consequence, is confined to the agent. Atmanepada is sometimes used to 

express passive voice. 

 

Generally the two padas does not express any particular meaning or nuance while being 

translated. Most roots are conjugated both in Parasmaipada and Atmanepada. Rarely, a 

root like -zaY are conjugated in one pada only. 

 

Conjugation of verbs: 

The verb is conjugated in eight tenses or moods, subdivided in tw groups as follows:  

A. Conjugational or Special Tenses and Moods : The Personal terminations of these four 

forms are added to specially inflected bases formed according to the rules of Ten classes 

of conjugation.  Hence they are also called Special Tenses and Moods. They are: 

1. Present Tense   

2. Imperfect Tense (Generally signifies Past Tense) 

3. Imperative Mood (Signifies order or command) 

4. Potential Mood (Signifies Request) 

  
B. Non- Conjugational or General Tenses and Moods: The Personal terminations of 

each of these four forms are added to a base formed by one general rule applied to all 

roots. Hence they are also called General Tenses and Moods. 

1. Future Tense 

2. Perfect Tense 

3. Aorist Tense (Signifies Past Perfect Tense) 

4. Precative or Benedictive Mood (Signifies Blessings) 

 

1. Ten Classes of Conjugation 

Every Avestan root belongs to one of the ten classes of Conjugation. A special base, 

referred to as a tense stem, is formed from the root, depending on the class to which it 

belongs. To this stem, the terminations of Conjugational Tenses and Moods are added. 

The ten classes are sub-divided into Thematic and Non-thematic (or athematic) Classes. 

                                                 
1
 It is also referred to as Active voice 

2
 It is also referred to as Middle voice 
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Thematic Classes : Classes I, IV, VI and X constitute the Thematic classes. These bases 

end in a- and have a standard base, that is they do not have strong and weak forms. 

Class Rules for forming the base Egs. 

I 
a- is added to the Guna form of 

the root. 

-arab← a-+rab←“to carry” -vrvb 

IV 
ay- is added to the root.  -ayzvrvW← ay-+“to work” -zvrvW 

VI 
a-is added to the root. -azaY← a-+“to venerate” -zaY 

X 
aya- is added to the Guna or 

Vriddhi
1
 form of the root.  

-ayarAp← aya-+“to cross”-vrvp

-ayaDoab← aya-+“to know”-Dub 

 

Non-thematic Classes: Classes II, III, V, VII, VIII and IX constitute Non-Thematic 

classes. Its bases have strong and weak forms. The roots in their original forms are 

regarded as weak bases.. 

Class Rules for forming the base Egs. 

II Personal terminations are 

directly to the strong or 

weak form of the root. 

Strong bases are formed by 

gunating the root. 

-ha ←“to be, exist”  -ha
 

(st)-oarm,  (wk)-Urm← “to speak”  -Urm 

III Root is Reduplicated
2
 

(st)-Adad←“to give/create/know” -Ad

(wk)-dad 

V 
un- (wk) / oan- (st) is 

added to the root. 

(wk)-unvrvk ←un +  “to do”  -vrvk 

(st)-oanvrvk;  

VII 
N-(wk)/an-(st) inserted 

into the body of the root 

before the last consonant 

(wk)-cNiri ←“to pour”  -ciri 

(st) –caniri; 
 

VIII
3
 

(st)oa-/(wk) u- is added 

to the root. 

(st) oani; (wk) -uni ← u- +  “to injure”  -ni 

IX 
an-

1
is added to the root. -anirf ←an- +  “to love”  -Irf 

                                                 

1
 The vowel in the root is changed to its Guna form when it is a penultimate short vowel (except a-). The 

vowel is  changed to its Vriddhi form when it is final or when the penultimate vowel is a-The vowel 

remains unchanged when the root contains more than two consonants. 
2
 Reduplication means doubling the root according to certain rules. See Ch. XIII “Some General Rules.”  

3
 The roots of this class almost always end in n- 
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Rarely, a root may belong to more than one class and thus form their base in more than 

one way. For Eg: -zug “to hide, to conceal” belongs to Class I as well as Class VI. 

Self study: 

1. Give the bases of the following roots according to the ten classes of Conjugation.: 

Root  Base 

1-Ub “to become” -awab 

4-Daj “to beseech” -ayDiaj 

6-svrvp “to ask” -asvrvp 

3-id “to see” (st)-Eadid, (wk)-did  

4-qiri “to pass; to flow” 
-ayqiri 

2-uts “to praise” (st) –oats, (wk) –uts 

5-urs “to hear” (st) -oanurs, (wk) –unurs 

7-dics “to cut” (st) -danics, (wk) –dNics 

10-diW “to learn” 
-ayadEaW 

5-uh “to pound”  (st)-oanuh, (wk)-unuh 

8-nat “to stretch” (st) -oanat. (wk) –unat 

4-DuY “to fight” 
-ayDiuY 

9-uh “to procreate” (evil)  -anuh 

7-Tic “to think” (st) -Tanic, (wk) –Tnic 

 

                                                                                                                                                   

1
 An-before the terminations im-,am-, iham-, Ediam. 
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2. Conjugational Tenses and Moods 

The conjugational tenses and moods are formed by adding the respective personal verbal 

terminations to the base formed according to the rules of Ten Classes of Conjugation. 

1. Present Tense 
Personal Verbal terminations of PRESENT TENSE are added to the base of the root, 

formed according to the rules of ten classes of Conjugation. 

Parasmaipada 

 Singular Dual Plural 

I Person 
im- ihaw- iham- 

II Person 
ih- - at-

1 
III Person 

it- Ot-
2 itN(a)-

 3 
Atmanepada 

 Singular Plural 

I Person 
e- ediam- 

II Person 
eh- eyud- 

III Person 
et- etN(a)- 

Self study: 1. Paradigm of  
1vrvb “to carry”.   

Class I, base -arab 

Parasmaipada 

Person  Singular Dual Plural 

I  
,imArab

4

“I carry”

,ihawArab

“We two carry” 

,ihamArab

“We carry” 

II  
,iharab 

“Thou carriest” 

- ,atarab

“You carry” 

III  
,itiarab

“He/she/it carries” 

,Otarab        

“They two carry” 

,itNvrab

“They carry” 

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
 “I carry” ,eriab “We carry” ,ediamArab  

II  
 “Thou carriest” ,eharab “You carry” ,eyudarab  

                                                 
1
 Also  aQ- 

2
 Also  OQ- 

3
 The vowels a/v , given in brackets, are used when the tense stem is not ending in a- 

4
 Terminations starting with m / w and followed by a vowel, change the final a- of the tense stem to A- 
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III  
“He/she/it carries”  ,etiarab “They carry” ,etNvrab   

2. Conjugation / Paradigm of  
2-ha “to be”  in Present Tense,

 1
 with meanings. 

Class II, Base -ha 

Parasmaipada
1
 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
,imha “I am”

- 
,iham“We are” 

II  
,iha “Thou art” 

- 
,Ats “You are” 

III  
,itsa “He/she/it is” ,Ots “They two are” ,itNvh “They are” 

 

3. Meaning and explanation of some Present tense forms: 

,ihamAnirf: Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 1
st
  Person, Plural from  -irf “to love”, 

Class 9, base –anirf “We love” 

,imha: Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Singular from -ha“to be”, Class 2, 

base –ha “I am” 

,itNvh: Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Plural from -ha “to be”,  

Class 2, base --ha “They are” 

,ediamazaY: “We venerate” Present Tense, Atmanepada,  1
st
  Person, Plural from 

-zaY “to venerate”, Class 6, base -azaY 

 

4. Avesta equivalents of English words: 

We two carry : ,ihawArab Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 1
st
  Person,  Dual from  

-vrvb “to carry”, Class 1, base -arab

He crosses : ,itiayarAp Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person,  Singular from 

-vrvp “to cross”, Class 10, base -ayarAp

They two fight:. ,OtayDiuY Present Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person,  Dual from 

-DuY “to fight”, Class 4, base  -ayDiuY

 

                                                 
1
 The conjugated forms of this root are irregular. Its inflected forms are found only in the Parasmaipada. 
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2. Imperfect Tense 
IMPERFECT TENSE is formed by adding its Personal Verbal terminations to the base of 

the root, formed according to the rules of ten classes of Conjugation. Imperfect Tense is 

generally used to indicate Past tense. However, it may also indicate an action without 

reference to time  and it can be general,  past or future. 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
m- aw- am- 

II 
s- - at- 

III 
T- mvt- n(v)

1
 

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
i- - idiam-

II  
ah- - mvBD-

III  
at- etiA- atN(a)- 

Self study: 

1. Conjugation / Paradigm of  
4-Daj“to beseech”  in Imperfect Tense, with meanings. 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
,mvyDiaj

“I beseeched”

,awAyDiaj

“We two beseeched” 

,amAyDiaj

“We beseeched” 

II  
,OyDiaj

“Thou beseeched” 

- 
,atayDiaj

“You beseeched” 

III 
,TayDiaj

“He/she/it beseeched” 

,mvtayDiaj

“They two beseeched” 

,nvyDiaj

“They beseeched” 

 

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
,eayDiaj

“I beseeched”

- 
,idiamAyDiaj

“We beseeched” 

II  
,ahayDiaj

“Thou beseeched” 

- 
,mvBDayDiaj

“You beseeched” 

III  
,atayDiaj

“He/she/it beseeched” 

,etiAyDiaj

“They two beseeched” 

,atNayDiaj

“They beseeched” 

                                                 

1
 The final vowel a is replaced by v in Thematic classes. In Non-Thematic classes v is used before the 

personal verbal termination. 
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2. Meaning and explanation of some Imperfect tense forms: 

,Tadad: “He created/gave” Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from 

3-Ad“to create / to give”, Class 3, base -dad 

,Tasvrvp: “He asked” Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from  

6-svrvp“to ask”, Class 6, base -asvrvp 

,nvrab: “They carried” Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Plural from  

1-vrvb“to carry”, Class 1, base -arab 

3. Avesta equivalents for English words: 

Thou carried : ,Orab Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 2
nd

 Person, Singular from  

1-vrvb “to carry”, Class 1, base –arab (Orab← s+arab) 

He spoke:  ,Toarm: Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from  

2-Urm “to speak”, Class 2, base -oarm 

He venerated : ,atazaY Imperfect Tense, Atmanepada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from 

6-zaY “to venerate”, Class 6, base –azaY 

3. Imperative Mood 
Personal Verbal terminations of IMPERATIVE MOOD are added to the base of the root, 

formed according to the rules of ten classes of Conjugation. Imperative Mood is used to 

express order or command. It is expressed by using modal auxiliary verbs  like „should‟ 

and „must‟.
1
 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
inA- amA- 

II  
Id-(non-thematic). No termination in thematic classes. at- 

III  
ut- utN(a)- 

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
enA- ediamA- 

II  
ahuM(a)-

2
 mvBD-

3
 

III 
m&t- m&tN(a)- 

                                                 
1
 In some cases, the imperative, especially second person, is used to denote advise, request, threat, 

invitation, determination or desire 
2
 awh in the Gathas. 

3
 mUd in the Gathas. 
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Self study: 

1. Conjugation / Paradigm of  
1-vrvb “to carry”  in Imperative Mood, with meanings. 

-vrvb “to carry”, Class 1, base -arab 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
 “I must carry” ,inArab  “We must carry” ,amArab 

II  
 “Thou must carry” ,arab1 “You must carry” ,atarab  

III  
“He/she/it must carry”  ,utarab  “They must carry” ,utNvrab  

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
“I must carry” ,enArab  “We must carry” ,ediamArab 

II  
“Thou must carry” ,ahuMarab  “You must carry” ,mvBDarab  

III  
“He/she/it must carry” ,m&tarab  “They must carry” ,m&tNarab  

 

2. Meaning and explanation of some Imperative Mood forms: 

,utoarm: “He should speak” Imperative Mood, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from 

2-Urm “to speak”, Class 2, base -oarm 

 

4. Potential Mood 
POTENTIAL MOOD is formed by adding its Personal Verbal terminations to the base of 

the root, formed according to the rules of ten classes of Conjugation.
2
 Potential Mood 

implies the potentiality or possibility of the action to be performed. It is expressed by 

using modal auxiliary verbs  like  „can, could, may or might.‟ 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Plural 

 Thematic Cl. Non-thematic Cl. Thematic Cl. Non-thematic Cl. 

I  
mi- m&y- ami- am&y- 

II  
Si- ly- ati- atAy- 

III  
Ti- TAy- nvy- n&y- 

 

                                                 
1
 Since the root belongs to thematic class, no termination is added. 

2
 The Potential mood Thematic terminations are regarded as those of Imperfect tense prefixed with an – , 

and  Non- Thematic terminations as those of of Imperfect tense prefixed with a–  . 
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Atmanepada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
ay- - idiami-

II  
aCi- - mvBDi- 

III  
ati- eti- SvrAy-

1 
 

Self Study: 

1b.  Conjugation / Paradigm of  
6-zaY“to venerate”

 2
  in Potential Mood. 

Atmanepada 

Person Singular Dual Plural 

I  
,ayazaY

“I may venerate” 

- ,idiameazaY

“We may venerate” 

II  
,aCEazaY

“Thou mayest venerate” 

- ,mvBDEazaY

“You may venerate” 

III 
,atEazaY

“He/she/it may venerate” 

,etEazaY

“They two may venerate” 

,SvrAyazaY

“They may venerate” 

 

Exercise: 

1. Make an alphabetical list of all the roots studied by you.  

2. Give the Tense/Mood, pada, person, number and base of the following words: 

Verbs Meanings and roots Tense/Mood, pada, person and number 

,idZic  “Dost Thou show”, from  

2
 -Cic “to show” 

 

,utoarm  “He should speak” , from  

 -Urm “to speak” 

 

,utNaj “He should come” , from  

2
 -maj “to come” 

 

,Tadad “He created/gave” , from  

 -Ad “to give / create” 

 

,Toarm  “He spoke”  from  

 -Urm “to speak” 

,esan/ 

,aysan 

“Thou should be banished”, 

from 
4
 -san “to flee”

Imperative Mood, Parasmaipada, 2
nd

 

person, singular 

                                                 

1
 Also ,atNay- 

2
  -zaY is conjugated in Atmanepada only. 
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,enArawarf “I must believe” , from  

2
 raW“to believe” 

 

,Orab “Thou carried", from  

 -vrvb “to carry” 

 

,ihawArab “We two carry” , from  

 -vrvb “to carry” 

 

,imha
“I am” , from  

 -ha “to be” 

 

,ihamAnIrf
“We love” , from  

 -Irf “to love” 

 

,Tasvrvp
 “He asked” , from 

 -svrvp “to ask” 

,nvrab
“They carried” , from  

 -vrvb “to carry” 

 

,itNvh
“They are” , from  

 -ha “to be” 

 

 

3. Non-conjugational Tenses and Moods 

There are four Non-Conjugational Tenses and moods: 

1. Future Tense 

2. Perfect Tense 

3. Aorist Tense (Signifies Past Perfect Tense) 

4. Precative or Benedictive Mood (Signifies Blessings) 

 

They are also called General Tenses and moods because the base of any one particular 

tense or mood is formed by one general rule which is applied to all roots. The rules of Ten 

Classes of Conjugation do not apply here. 

 

1. Future Tense 

The base for Future Tense is formed by adding aC- or ay‚- to the root or its guna 

form. To the base thus formed the terminations of Conjugational Tenses and moods, 

esepcially the Imperfect tense, are added. 

Egs: ,etiaCvraW “he will work.” Future Tense, Atmanepada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular 

from -zvrvW “to work.” 

,Tay‚id “he will show.” Future Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from  

-sid “to show.” 
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2. Perfect Tense 
The Perfect Tense is used more in the Gathic dialect and very sparsely in rest of the 

scriptures. It indicates the state arrived at as a result of an action. The Perfect tense is 

formed by reduplicating the root and then adding the following terminations: 

Parasmaipada 

 Singular Dual Plural 

I Person 
a- - am-

II Person 
aQ- - a-

III Person 
a- vratA- vra-

Atmanepada 

 Singular Dual Plural 

I Person 
e- - - 

II Person 
es- - - 

III Person 
esu- / es- etiA- vra-

Egs: .,aCatat “he has / had formed.” Perfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, 

Singular from -Cat “to form.” Base -Catat 

,amursus “we have / had heard.”  Perfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from 

-urs “to hear.” Base -ursus 

,vratAzvrawAW “they two have / had worked.”  Perfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 

Person, Dual from -zvrvW “to work.” Base -zvrawAW 

 

3. Aorist Tense 
The word Aorist indicates an indefinite tense. It may denote past, present or future time. It 

is also used to indicate the completion of an action in its entirety. The Aorist tense is 

generally found in the Gathic dialect. It is generally translated as Imperfect tense.
1
  

 

There are four ways in which the base of the Aorist Tense is formed. All the four forms 

take on the terminations of Imperfect Tense only: 

1. Root Aorist : It is formed by adding the terminations of Imperfect Tense directly to the 

root. Egs: ,amAd “we gave.” Root Aorist, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from  

-Ad “to give.” 

,idiamvraW “we believed.”  Root Aorist, Atmanepada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from -raW

“to believe.” 

 

                                                 
1
 In several instances the imperfect and the aorist are used indiscriminately (See Kanga, p.311) 
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2. a Aorist: It is formed by adding a- to the root, and then adding the terminations of 

Imperfect Tense.  

Egs: ,Tawb “he became.” a Aorist, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from -Ub

“to become.” 

,Tvrak (or TvrOc) “he did.” a Aorist, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from  

-vrvk “to do.” 

3. h Aorist: It is formed by adding h- to the root, and then the terminations of Imperfect 

Tense are added.  

Egs: ,TahMlts “he stood.” h Aorist, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from  

-Ats “to stand.” 

,IhAr “I gave, I dedicated.”  h Aorist, Atmanepada,  1
st
 Person, Singular from -

Ar “to give.” 

4. Reduplicated Aorist: It is formed by reduplicating the root, and then adding the 

terminations of Imperfect Tense.  

Eg: ,TSiOdEad “he showed.”  Reduplicated Aorist, Parasmaipada, 3rd Person, 

Singular from -sid “to show.” 

 

4. Precative or Benedictive Mood 
The Precative or Benedictive Mood is used in the Avesta, when blessings or benedictions 

are to be showered. It is formed by adding the following terminations directly to the root. 

Parasmaipada 

Person Singular Plural 

I  
,m&y- ,am&y-

II  
,ly- ,atAy-

III 
,TAy- ,n&y-

Egs: ,lyub “mayest thou be.” Precative Mood, Parasmaipada, 2
nd

 Person, Singular 

from -Ub “to become.” 

,am&yub “may we be.” Precative Mood, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from  

-Ub “to become.” 

,lyAd “mayest thou give.” Precative Mood, Parasmaipada, 2
nd

 Person, Singular from 

-Ad “to give.” 
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Atmanepada 

In Precative Mood, verbal forms of only 3
rd

 Person Plural SvrAy- are met with: 

,SvrAyub “may they be.” Precative Mood, Atmanepada, 3
rd

  Person, Plural from  

-Ub “to become.” 

,SvrAymaj “may they reach.” Precative Mood, Atmanepada, 3
rd

  Person, Plural 

from -maj “to reach.” 

 

Subjunctive Mood: Over and above the 8 Tenses and Moods, the Subjunctive mood, is 

used to either express wish and expectation or for emphasis. It is formed by adding -a to 

the verbal stem and then the terminations of Present or Imperfect tense are added.  

Eg: ,TAsvrvp: “He asked” Imperfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from 

6-svrvp “to ask”, Class 6, base -asvrvp 

 

Exercise: 

1. Give with meanings the grammatical notes of the following words studied by you in 

this chapter: 

,etiaCvraW :

 

,lyub : 

 

,amAd :

 

,amursus :

 

,IhAr :

 

,VratAzvrawAW :

 

,SvrAymaj :
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XII. PARTICIPLES 
Participles are Verbal nouns and adjectives, which generally qualify a noun, but also 

retain some properties of Verbs. The base of Participles is formed in two steps - first by 

modifying the root and then adding terminations to it. 

There are four Participles in Avesta: 

1. Present participle 

2. Future participle  

3. Perfect participle 

4. Past participle 

 

1. Present Participle 

To form Present participle, the root is modified according to the rule of ten classes. Then 

T(a)- (wk) or TN(a)-(st) is added to form Present participle Parasmaipada; and 

anm-
1
or anA-

2
 to form Present participle Atmanepada. 

 

Egs:  

a.   ,TNadNiW  “obtaining.” Present participle parasmaipada from  
7-diW “to 

obtain.”  

b.  ,TNasvrvp “asking.” Present participle parasmaipada from 
6-svrvp “to ask.” 

c. ,anmicah “following.” Present participle atmanepada from  
1-cah “to follow.”  

d.  ,anAwats “praising.” Present participle atmanepada from 2-uts “to praise.”    

 

2. Future Participle 

To form Future participle, the root is modified by adding aC- or ay‚- to it. Then 

T(a)-(wk) or TN(a)- (st) is added to form Parasmaipada; and anm-
3
or anA-

4

to form Atmanepada.
5
 

Egs:

a. ,TNay‚ub“will become.” Future participle parasmaipada from -Ub “to become”   

b. ,anmay‚vrvW “will be working” Future participle atmanepada from  -zvrvW  

“to work”   

                                                 
1
 Added when the root belongs to thematic classes. 

2
 Added when the root belongs to non-thematic classes. 

3
 Added when the root belongs to thematic classes. 

4
 Added when the root belongs to non-thematic classes. 

5
 These terminations are same as those of Present Participle Atmanepada and Parasmaipada. 
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3. Perfect Participle 

The Perfect participle, is formed by reduplicating the root and then adding hMaw-(st) or 

Su- (wk) for Parasmaipada; and anA- for Atmanepada. 

Egs:  

a.  ,SuqIW (wk) or ,hMaBDIW (st) “has known.” Perfect participle parasmaipada 

from -diW “to know”  (-dIW is the condensed form of -diwiW) 

b. ,anAradad “has held.” Perfect participle atmanepada from -rad “to hold”    

4. Past Participle  

Past participle passive: It  is formed by adding at- directly to the root. Sometimes the 

root may be gunated. Egs:

a.   ,atrak “done” . From -vrvk  “to do”   

b.   ,atvrvm “died.” Past participle passive from  -vrvm “to die.”   

c.   ,atSat  “formed.” Past participle passive from -Cat  “to form.”   

d.   ,atsiri “dead.” Past participle passive from -qiri  “to pass away.”   

Very rarely an-is also used instead of at- to form Past participle passive.  

Egs:

a.  ,anvrvp “filled.” Past participle passive from -vrvp  “to fill.”   

b.  ,anEaCx  “exhausted.”  Past participle passive from  -iCx  “to exhaust.” 

Past participle active is formed by adding Taw- to Past participle passive.  

Egs:

a.   ,TawatSraW  “has worked.” Past participle active from   -zvrvW  “to work.”   

b. “propitious” TawanAY Past participle active from -AY “to be propitious.”   

 

Self study: 
1. Identify the participle, and give the meaning, roots and base of the following words :

a. ,TNayDiaj “beseeching” Present Participle Parasmaipada from  -Daj “to 

beseech”     

b. ,anAqad “creating” Present/Perfect Participle Atmanepada from  -Ad   “to 

create”     

c. ,atsab “bound” Past Participle Passive from -dNab “to bind”     
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d.  ,TNarab “carrying” Present Participle Parasmaipada from  -vrvb  “to carry”     

e.,SumGaj “has gone” Perfect Participle Parasmaipada from -mag   “to go”     

f. ,atxu “spoke” Past Participle Passive from -cu  “to speak”     

g.,Suqad (wk) or ,hMaBDad (st) “has created.” Perfect participle parasmaipada 

from -Ad “to create”  

 

2. Give with meanings the following participle forms : 

a. Present participle Atmanepada from  
2-uts “to praise” : ,anAwats “praising.”

b. Present participle Parasmaipada from  
5-urs“to hear”:  ,TNawanurs “hearing.”

c. Perfect participle Atmanepada from -Az “to forsake”: ,anAzaz “has been 

forsaken.”

e. Past participle passive from -zaY “to venerate”  :,atSaY “venerated.”

 

 

XIII. DERIVATIVE VERBS 
Derivative Verbs are used to form special bases or tense stems modify or alter the 

meaning of the root. Then the personal verbal terminations of conjugational tenses and 

moods are attached. There are five derivative verbs: 

1. Frequentative or Intensive verb 

2. Desiderative Verb 

3. Denominative or Nominal Verb 

4. Causal Verb 

5. Incohative Verb  

 

1. Frequentative or Intensive verb  
It is used to signify the repetition or intensity of the action denoted by the root. 

The base is formed in 3 ways as follows: 

A. By reduplicating the root. 

Eg.: ,ihamvrvkvrvc “We frequently do” Frequentative Verb, Present tense, 

Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from -vrvk “to do” 

B. By adding a- to the reduplicated root.

Eg.: ,Taratit “He frequently interrupted” Frequentative Verb, Imperfect tense, 

Parasmaipada, 3
rd

  Person, Singular from -rat “to cross, to intercept” 

C. By adding ay-to the reduplicated root.  
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Eg: ,n&y‚vrAr“They frequently wounded” Frequentative Verb, Imperfect tense, 

Parasmaipada, 3
rd

  Person, Plural from -Car“to wound” 

 

2. Desiderative Verb 
The Desiderative verb signifies that the agent desires, or is about to perform the action 

denoted by the root. The base is formed by adding aC- to the reduplicated form of the 

root. 

Egs.: 

a. ,itNvCijij “they wish to live.” Desiderative Verb, Present tense, Parasmaipada, 

3
rd

 Person, Plural from -ij “to live” 

b. ,AtaCvradid “He desires to see.” Desiderative Verb, Imperfect tense, 

Atmanepada, 3
rd

  Person, Singular from -svrvd “to see” 

 

3. Denominative or Nominal Verb 
They are verbs formed from nouns. The base can be formed in three ways: 

A. By adding personal verbal terminations directly to nouns. Egs.: 

a. ,etNvrAs “They lead” . Denominative Verb, Present tense, Atmanepada, 3
rd

 

Person, Plural from aras “head.” 

b. ,itianaCvp “He fights.” Denominative Verb, Present tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

  

Person, Singular from anaCvp “fight.” 

 

B. By changing the final vowel of the noun to its Guna form and adding a- Eg.: 

a. ,itiahManEa “He harms, injures.” Denominative Verb, Present tense, 

Parasmaipada, 3
rd

  Person, Singular from ,hManEa “harm, injury.” 

 

C. By adding ay-to the noun after dropping its final vowel. Eg.: 

a. ,ihamAyduCi “We are indebted, grateful.” Denominative Verb, Present tense, 

Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from aduCi “indebtedness” 

 

4. Causal Verb 
The Causal Verb conveys that a person or thing causes or makes another person or thing 

to perform the action denoted by the root. The base is formed by adding aya-to the 

Guna or Vriddhi form of the root
1
. Egs.: 

                                                 
1
 For Guna or Vriddhi of root, the same rule applies as in the 10

th
 Class of Conjugation.  
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a. ,TayaDEaW “he caused to know, he made known, he informed.” Causal Verb, 

Imperfect tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from -diW “to know” 

b. ,itNieyarApin “they send down, they distribute.” Causal Verb, Present tense, 

Parasmaipada, 3
rd

  Person, Plural from -vrvp “to cross”. With prefix -in 

c. ,itieyawArs “He causes to hear, he chants” from  -urs “to hear”  

 

5. Incohative Verb  

The incohative verb indicates the beginning of an action. It is formed by adding as-to 

the root. Egs.: 

a. ,Tasfat “he began to grow warm.” Incohative Verb, Imperfect tense, 

Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from -pat“to heat” 

b. ,TasuC “he began to proceed.” Incohative Verb, Imperfect tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 

Person, Singular from -uC “to go” 

c. ,itiasfvrvn “it begins to wane” Incohative Verb, Present tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 

Person, Singular from -pvrvn “to wane” 

Exercise: 

1. Give the formations of Derivative Verbs in a tabulated form : 

Derivative Verb Modification of root (if any) Termination (if any) 

Frequentative 

 

  

Desiderative 

 

  

Denominative 

 

  

Causal 

 

  

Incohative 
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XIV. PARTICLES 
 

Particles enhance the meaning and sense of the other parts of speech like the Nouns, 

Adjectives, Verbs and Participles. Particles can be classified into Adverbs, Prepositions, 

Conjunctions and Prefixes. Except for a few Adverbs, particles are not declined. There are 

several particles which can be used either as adverbs, prepositions or prefixes. 

1. Adverbs 
There are two types of Adverbs:  

A. Adverbs formed from nouns, adjectives and participles, which are generally 

declined.  

,asaW “at will” ,aGvrad “long” ,ayqiah “truly, surely” 

,Svrv “aright, truly” ,vrqic “clearly, visibly” ,v/aratNa “inside” 

,arUd  “far” ,aratSin “outside” ,Takah “immediately” 

,awaY, ,etiAtEawaY “for ever, for eternity” 

 

B. Adverbs of manner, place and time, which are generally not declined.  

,anaqaY, ,aqaY “as, just as, in which manner” ,arap “before” 

,anvqic, ,Aqak, ,aquk “how, how much, in 

what manner?”  

,Aduk, ,Adak 

“when?” 

,anaqa, ,aqa “thus, so, in this manner” ,Adah “always” 

,TaA, ,Ta, ,Ada “then, thereupon” ,AdaY “whenever” 

,aDat “there” ,mvrun, ,un “now” ,aDi, ,aDa “here” 

,aDAb, ,TAb “indeed, 

surely, certainly” 

,iriap “around, about, 

except” 

,aDak, ,arquk 

“where?” 

,acsap “after” ,iBia “above, on” ,Am “no”; ,An “not” 

 

2. Prepositions 
In Avesta, prepositions are generally inbuilt in the declined forms of nouns, adjectives, 

participles and pronouns. Hence they are not often used separately in an Avestan sentence. 

When prepositions are separately used, they are meant to determine the case more 

precisely. They generally precede the words they govern. If they occur after the word, 

they are referred to as post-positions. Many prepositions are also used as prefixes, in 

which case they are attached to the word. 

,ipia “on, around, upon, from, after, near” ,ana “on” 

,Ibia “on, about, for, concerning” ,iriaDa “beneath, under” 

,una “agreeable to, in accordance” ,awa “to, near, down, off” 
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,Tam “along with, together with” ,apa “away” 

,arat “over, across, through” ,A “near, towards, upto, at” 

,acah “from, for” ,aDah “with”  

3. Conjunctions 
Conjunctions or conjunctive particle show association between two words, phrases or 

sentences. Some common conjunctive particles are: 

,i/Ipia “also, even, moreover, though” ,atu “and” 

,iDieY; ,izeY  “if, although” ,TaA, ,TA  “but” 

,Iz ; ,TaY  “because” ,AW “or” 

 

Enclitic Conjunctions: 

Enclitic conjunctions always cling on to one of the two words that they connect.  

,ac “and” is an enclitic particle which joins two words or sentences. ,Tic “etcetera” is 

an indefinite particle. It gives an idea of related things connected to the word it clings to.  

4. Prefixes 
A Prefix is a particle placed before nouns, adjectives, participles or  verbs. They either 

negate, modify or emphasise the meaning of the word. A prefix may or may not be 

conjoined to the word. Prefixes which are not conjoined to the word are referred to as 

separable prefix. Some common prefixes are: 

-ana,-an,-na,-a
1
 Implies negation, want of. “no, not without, away” 

-arf, -Arf “forth, forwards, excessive, prominent, out of , free from” 

-IW, -iW “apart, separate from, contrary to, away, against” -vratNa “between” 

-nah,-mVh,-m&h “together, with, completely, wholly” -arap, -Orap  “far 

away” 

-vrat, -Orat “over, 

across, away, opposite, evil” 

-Tam “with, together with, 

including” 

-itiap  “ back, again, 

near, nearby, towards” 

-iriap  “round about, 

around” 

-su/-zu “high, upwards; 

out; exclusive of” 

-una “after, along, 

according to” 

-aCa, -Si 

“sufficiently, abundantly” 

-A “to, at, towards, near” -awa “near, by down, 

away, towards” 

-iBia, -Ibia “towards, 

upon, around” 

-Sud, -Zud“bad, evil, 

contemptible” 

-ipia “full of, around, 

behind, near, in on” 

-uh  “good, well, beautiful, proper”  

                                                 

1
  -a is used before consonants and –na before vowels.. 
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XV. SOME GRAMMATICAL RULES 

1. Reduplication 

Reduplication is the rule, wherein the consonant in a root before the vowel and the vowel 

are doubled according to certain rules.  

 

All roots belonging to the third class of conjugation have to be reduplicated while forming 

the base. Some grammatical forms like Perfect Tense, Perfect Participle, Frequentative 

Verb and Desiderative Verb require the root to be reduplicated to form the base.  

 

Though technically any root can be reduplicated, only a select few belong to the third 

class of conjugation. 

 

Rules for reduplicating the root: 

1. Guttural Consonants are prefixed by their corresponding palatal ones. Egs:  

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

-nak “to dig” 
-nakac -nxac 

-vrvk 
“to do” 

-vrvkvrvc 
- 

-mag 
“to come; go” 

-magaj -mGaj 

 

2. Aspirate consonants are prefixed by their corresponding unaspirate forms. Egs: 

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

-unCx
“to please” 

-unCxuk -unCxic 

 

3. The long vowel is substituted either by short vowel or corresponding diphthong. Egs: 

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

3-Ad
“to give, create” 

-Adad -Dad 

3-Id “to see” 
-EaDid -Idid 

 

4. When the root begins with two consonants only the first consonant, in its unaspirated 

form, is used in the reduplicative syllable. Egs: 

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

-Arf
“to fill, increase” 

-Arfap 
- 

-urq 
“to nourish” 

-urqut 
- 

-urs 
“to hear” 

-ursus 
- 
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5. -ts and-ps are substituted by -h as the reduplicative syllable. Eg: 

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

-Ats
“to stand” 

-AtSih 
- 

-saps 
“to see” 

-sapsih 
- 

 

6. The first consonant and vowel are repeated. Egs:  

Root Meaning Reduplicated form 

(strong) 

Reduplicated form 

(weak) 

-Cat
“to form” 

-Cat - 

-zvrvW 
“to work” 

-zvrvwAW 
- 

 

2. Compounds 

When two words come together to form a new word, it is referred to as a compound. The 

first component of a compound may be a noun, pronoun, adjective, participle, numeral or 

root, and the second component may be a noun, participle or a root. Such a compound is 

treated as one word. The compound expresses various relations which may exist between 

the two components.  

 

In Avesta, though compounds generally have two components, rarely compounds with 

three or four components are also found.  

 

The meaning of the compound invariably expresses something more than the individual 

components.  For instance, ,uh?iad “country” and ,itiap “lord”  when joined into a 

compound word becomes ,itiap-uh?iad “master of the country.” 

 

When the first component of a compound is a noun ending in hMa-, na-, A-, a-,

these letter/s generally change to O-For instance, 

 “teachings of Ahura” ,OCEakT-Oruha ,aCEakT + ,aruha

There are four types of compounds:  

1. Determinative Compound: The second component of the compound tells us about the 

first component. For instance, ,itiap-OnAmn“ master of the house.” 

2. Attributive Compound: An Attributive compound tells us something more than each of 

the individual components of the compound. This compound is generally used as an 

adjective. 

For instance, “creations originating from Asha” ,arqic-aCa  “origin” ,arqic 

+ “Asha” ,aCa
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 3. Copulative Compound : It comprises of two nouns and is always declined in the dual 

number. For instance, ,ariW-usap  “animal and man.” 

4. Adverbial compound: The first component of this compound is an adverb or a particle, 

which tells us more about the second component, which invariably is a noun.  

For instance, ,uyFad-iriap “ around the country.” 

3. Insertion of redundant letters 

In Avesta, certain letters are inserted into words under certain conditions. These letters 

merely have a phonetic value and do not alter the meaning of the word.  

 

1. Epenthisis: When t, , d, , n, , , p, f, b, r or w are preceded by any vowels except i or 

ī, and followed by i, ī, ē, e or y  a redundant i is inserted between the consonant and its 

preceding vowel. This rule is called Epenthesis. 

Egs: haiya “truth”, mruii  “thou shouldst speak”, aiwyō “for the waters”, bavaiti 

“becomes”, nairya “manly” 

 

When the letters ru or rv follows a or o, a redundant u is inserted between these two 

letters. 

Egs: aurvantō “swift horses”; aurua “white”; paurvata “two mountains”; pouru “first” 

 

2. Anaptyxis: It is the insertion or addition of a letter for phonetic value. The letter by 

itself is considered redundant and is not counted as a syllable while considering the metre. 

 

It often develops after „r‟ and regularly after final „r‟. Generally  or  is used as an 

anaptytic vowel, but rarely a, i  or ō are also used. 

 

Egs: vaxra “word”;  frā  “forth”; atar “between” hvar “sun”; maibyā “with the two 

of us”; yaoana “action.”   

 

3. Prothesis : When a word begins with r or . i or u is introduced in the beginning of the 

word.  

Egs: irinaxti “lets go”; iriyeiti “he is hurt”; urvan “soul”, iyejah “destruction.” 

 

4. Strong and Weak bases 

In certain consonantal declensions and verbal forms, there are two inter-changeable 

bases–strong and weak. The terminations they take govern the form that they would 

assume. These forms have only phonetic value and do not alter the meaning. 

 

 Strong and Weak forms in Declension (Consonantal Bases): 

The strong base is formed either by strengthening the penultimate vowel 

(Eg:,cAW←caW) or by inserting a nasal before the final consonant 

(Eg:,TNarab←,Tarab). 
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Sometimes, especially in base, the base is weakened by omitting the penultimate vowel 

from the crude form (Eg:,noaCa←,nawaCaor ,rqoaz←,ratoaz)  

The Strong form is required before the addition of the following terminations: 

Nominative singular, dual and plural (masculine & feminine), Nominative plural (neuter) 

Accusative singular and dual (masculine & feminine), Accusative plural (neuter), 

Instrumental, Dative and Ablative singular, and Vocative of all genders and numbers. 

The rest of the terminations are added to the weak forms. 

 

Verbs: 

The Strong form is required before the addition of the following terminations: 

Present Tense: Parasmaipada – I singular, II singular, III singular,  

 

Imperfect Tense: Parasmaipada – I singular, II singular, III singular,  

 

Imperative Mood: Parasmaipada – I singular, dual, plural; III singular 

      Atm. – I singular, dual, plural  

 

The rest of the terminations are added to the weak forms. 

 

5. Infinitive verbs  

The infinitive form of the verb is generally always in the dative case and is formed by 

adding iAyd- to the root. They generally function as nouns rather than verbs. Egs: 

-zvrvW “to work”.  Infinitive ,iAydzvrvW “in order to work” 

-vrvd “to tear”.  Infinitive ,iAydvrvd “in order to tear” 

 

6. Gerund or Verbal Nouns 

When a Primary noun is formed by adding  aBq-,awt-,  at-and ay- directly to 

the root, or its guna form, it is referred to as Gerund or Verbal noun. It works as a present 

participle form. Egs:  

 “proceeding” ,aBqvracarf ← aBq + “to walk (forth)” -rac(arf)  

“praising” ,atoats ← at + “to praise” -uts  

“accepting” ,Ayriag-ibia ←  ay + “to accept” -rag(ibia) 

“rejecting” ,Aycir-itiap  ← ay + “to forsake” -cir(itiap) 
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XVI. TRANSLATION 

1. Syntax - Formation of Sentences 

After learning the Avestan alphabets, joining and words, we now study the formation of a 

sentence in Avesta. The rules governing arrangement of words in a sentence is referred to 

as Syntax. The following are integral parts of a sentence: 

1. Nouns, Adjectives, participles, numerals and pronouns which are declined. 

 

2. Particles such as adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions which lend clarity to a 

sentence. Particles are generally not declined . 

 

3. Verbs, indicating the tense, mode (use of auxiliary verbs like may, can, could, should, 

has, have, let etc.), person and number.  

 

Example of an Avestan sentence:

`,ldzam ,Oruha ,Toarm ,TaA  “Then Ahura Mazda said.”  

,TaA  “Then” Particle (Adverb) 

,Toarm “Said” Verb 

,ldzam ,Oruha “Ahura Mazda” Noun. 

 

Some syntax rules to be observed while forming a sentence in Avesta:  

1. There are no articles (a, an, the) in Avesta. 

2. Generally, in a sentence, the subject comes first, then the object and finally the verb. 

Certain verbs precede the subject and the object. However, when the object or the verb 

(like ,and) is to be emphasized, it generally precedes the subject.  

3. Adjectives and participles agree in gender, number and case with the noun or pronoun 

they qualify. 

4. Pronouns agree in gender, number and person with the noun for which they stand. 

5. Adjectives generally follow the noun they qualify. However there are exceptions to this 

rule. Adjectives signifying size always come before the nouns they refer to. 

6. Pronominal and numeral adjectives come before the nouns they qualify. 

7. The verb agrees in the number and person with its subject. However, collective nouns 

take a verb in the singular. 

 

Following are a few sentences from Avesta into English, and from English into Avesta. 

Most of them have been gleaned from texts like Khordeh Avesta, Yasna and Videvdād. 
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1. Translate from Avesta to English 

`,Omoah ,imha ,mvza

I am Haoma. 

 

`,Orqup ,ehapsaCuruap ,iha ,mut

Thou art the son of Pourushaspa. 

 

`,itiAp ,munat ,mIriaW ,mvnuha

Ahuna Vairya protects the body. 

 

`,mvrAtsAW ,Tadad ,Oybugvrd

He gave help to the deserving. 

 

`,ediamazaY ,mICa ,mvCaoars

We venerate blessed Sraosha. 

 

`,itiasfvrvn ,lm ,Tak ,itiey‚xu ,lm ,Tak

When does the moon begin to wax, when does the moon begin to wane ? 

 

`,adzam ,aruha ,Et ,vsamvn

Homage unto Thee, O Ahura Mazda ! 

 

`,etUrm ,Em ,Arf ,Atoaz

The Zaotar (Chief Priest) speaks forth unto me. 

 

`,iArtSuqaraz ,iAmatips ,ldzam ,Oruha ,Toarm 

Ahura Mazda spoke unto Spitama Zarathushtra. 

 

`,Taqadarf ,acsarAts ,acvrawh ,ldzam ,Oruha

Ahura Mazda created forth the sun and stars. 

 

`,SirtSuqaraz ,Onsayadzam ,enArawarf 

I believe in Mazdayasni Zaratustrian (religion). 

 

`,adzam ,ehMawa ,Em ,asaj

Come to my help O Mazda ! 

 

`,mvnqoay‚ ,mvtSrawh ,eyutsA
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I praise well-done action. 

 

`,itiarab ,mvpA ,awaCa ,An

The righteous man brings water. 

 

`,iAzaY ,mvrAtSEaqar ,mvtNvps ,mvratA

I venerate fire, the beneficent warrior. 

 

`,imhanic
1
 ,UhoW ,ApsiW ,iAdzam ,iAruha

I attribute all goodness unto Ahura Mazda.

 

`,SIhuhMaW ,acslrawru ,TAd ,acsapa ,TAd ,acmvCa

He (Ahura Mazda ) created corn
2
, and He created water and good plants.

 

3. Translate from English to Avesta 

We venerate Ahura Mazda  

`,ediamazaY ,m&dzam ,mvruha

 

The moon shines at night.  

`,itiayacoar ,enfaCx ,OhMlm

 

Homage unto Thee, O bright Dawn !

`,imAb ,aCu ,Et ,vsamvn

 

For ctting all demons.

`,m&nawEad ,m&napsiW ,iAqans

 

Zarathushtra sang forth the five Gathas.

`,TayawArsarf ,lqAg ,acNap ,OrtSuqaraz

 

Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda. 

`,m&dzam ,mvruha ,OrtSuqaraz ,Tasvrvp

 

Ahura Mazda created the creations.

`,TAdad ,n&mAd ,ldzam ,Oruha

                                                 

1
 From  

7
-sic “to attribute”, base sanic

2
 Though the primary meaning of the word  ,aCa is “righteousness”, it is also used in the sense of “corn, 

flour.” 
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I praise and I invoke the souls of the righteous ones. 

`,m&noaCa ,OnAwru ,imvyabz ,imoats

 

Ahura Mazda created forth the sun, stars, moon, water, earth, fire and animals.

acmvpA ,acmvhMlm ,acsarAts ,acvrawh ,ldzam ,Oruha

   `,Taqadarf ,acsawsap ,acmvratA ,acm&z

 

Zarathushtra is the messenger of Ahura Mazda. 

`,itsa ,ldzam ,eharuha ,OtSa ,OrtSuqaraz

 

Best Righteousness is good. 

`,Itsa ,mvtSihaW ,UhoW ,mvCa

 

I praise righteousness. 

`,mvCa ,imoats

 

4. Specimen Translation of a text –SROSH BĀJ 

    `,ldzam ,eharuha ,arqoanCx 

    ,Itsa ,mvtSihaW ,UhoW ,mvCa

  ,iAmha ,AtSu ,Itsa ,AtSu 

 `,mvCa ,iAtSihaW ,iACa ,Tayh

    ,I ,zrug ,InUzaBa ,iAdaX ,adzamroh ,&dzaY ,I ,m&n ,ap  

     ,n&mraf-nat ,Igat ,OCa ,Sors ,TAyAzBa ,hvraX     

        ,I ,n&mAd ,I ,rArAs ,rAzBa- nIz ,nIz ,TfakiC 

    `,TAsar,Vb ,adzamroh 

             `,mOh ,Tvtap,apAt   ,,,,,,,,,,   ,hAnug ,Amah ,zv

        ,Acah ,TicTACa ,Sutar ,Aqa ,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY

,iAdzam ,SuVhMa,m&nanaqoay‚ ,OhManam ,Adzad ,SuVhMaW

`,mvrAtsAW ,Tadad ,Oybugvrd ,miY ,A ,iAruha ,AcmvrqaCx                                                                                                                               

(5 times) `,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY 

   (3 Times)        `,UhoW ,mvCa 
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          ,OwEadiW ,SirtSuqaraz ,Onsyadzam ,enArawarf  

    ,OCEakT-Oruha 

           ,aciAnsaY ,eBqar ,ehaCa ,enoaCa ,eVnawAh) 

    ,eVhMawAs ,acEayatsasarf ,aciArqoanCx ,aciAmhaW 

            ,aciAnsaY ,eBqar ,ehaCa ,enoaCa ,aciAysiW 

                  (,acEayatsasarf ,aciArqoanCx ,aciAmhaW 

          ,eharq&m-unat ,ehamxat ,ehey‚a ,ehaCoars

         ,aciAnsaY ,arqoanCx ,eheyriuhA ,Soard-iCrad

                `,acEayatsasarf ,aciArqoanCx ,aciAmhaW

,Sutar ,Aqa ,EtUrm ,Em ,Arf ,Atoaz ,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY

            `,Utoarm ,lBDiW ,awaCa ,Arf ,Acah ,TicTACa

,mvqEag-TadArf ,mvnajArqvrvW ,mvDoaruh ,mICa ,mvCoars

                      `,ediamazaY ,mutar ,ehaCa ,mvnawaCa

                                           (3 times) `,itiAp ,munat ,mIriaW ,mvnuha

                                                                               (Once)    ,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY                                                                                    

   `,AcAZi ,SitiamrA ,AY ,,,,,,,, At ,,,,,,,,,  Adzam ,An ,mvk

                                                                           (Twice) `,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY       

          ,imAnirfA ,acvrawaz ,acsajoa ,acmvmhaW ,acmvnsaY

,eharq&m ,unat ,ehamxat ,ehey‚a ,ehaCoars

            (Once) ,UhoW ,mvCa  `,eheyriuhA ,Soard-iCrad 

              `,ehMawa ,Em ,asaj `,mvrhMazah  `,acCEar ,iAmha                                                            

                                   `,dzOm  ,hvfrvk
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ETYMOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WORDS 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & 

Ch. 

Gram

mar 

Etymology 

,arqoanx
With 

propitiatio

n 

Noun Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Instr. 

Sing. 
arq+ -unCx 

,eharuha
Of Ahura Proper 

Noun 

Declension 

– VII.2.1 

Gen. 

Sing. 
ar+ u+ -ha 

,ldzam
Of Mazda Proper 

Noun 

Declension 

– VII.2.3 

Gen. 

Sing. 
,Ad +  ,zam 

With propitiation of Ahura Mazda  

,mvCa
Asha Proper 

Noun 

Declension – 

VII.2.2 

Nom. 

Sing. 
at+-ra 

,UhoW
Good Adjective Adjective- 

V.I -  

Declension – 

VII.2.10 

Acc. 

Sing. 

 

,mvtSihaW
Vahishta Adjective 

as  

Proper 

Noun 

Declension – 

VII.2.2 

Nom. 

Sing. 

Sup. Degree 

of   ,uhaW 

,Itsa
Is Verb Present 

Tense- XI.2.1 

3rd Pers. 

Sing. 
-ha 

Asha Vahishta is good 

,AtSu
Bliss Noun Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Nom. 

Sing.
1
 

at+-Cu 

,Itsa
is Verb Present 

Tense- XI.2.1 

3rd Pers. 

Sing. 
-ha 

It is Bliss 

,AtSu
Bliss Noun Declension 

- VIII.2.1 

Nom. 

Sing. 
at+-Cu 

,iAmha
Unto him  Dem. 

Pronoun
2
 

Pronouns – 

VIII 

Dat. 

Sing. 
From  ,mea 

,Tayh
Who Relat. 

Pron. 

Pronoun – 

VIII 

Nom. 

Sing. 

Another form of 

,TaY 

,iACa
Asha Proper 

Noun 

Declension 

– VII.2.2 

Dat. 

Sing. 
at+-ra 

,iAtSihaW
Vahishta Adjective 

as  

Proper 

Noun 

Adjective- 

V.I –  

Declension 

– VII.2.2 

Dat. 

Sing. 

Sup. Degree. of 

,uhoW 

,mvCa
righteous Proper 

Noun 

Declension 

– VII.2.2 

Nom. 

Sing 
at+-ra 

Bliss unto him who (is) righteous for (the sake of) Asha Vahishta. 

                                                 
1
 This is an irregular form.  

2
 In this case Demonstrative Pronoun is used as third Personal Pronoun. 
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & 

Ch. 

Gram

mar 

Etymology 

,AqaY
Just as  Particles Adverb 

XIV.1 

- - 

,Uha
The lord Noun Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Nom. 

Sing.
1
 

u+ -ha 

,OyriaW
At will Adjective Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Gen. 

Sing. 
ay+-raW 

,Aqa
So  Noun Adverb 

XIV.1 

-  

,Sutar
The 

spiritual 

leader  

Noun Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Nom. 

Sing. 
ut+ -ra 

,TicTACa
From Asha 

and  

other (such 

Principles) 

Sandhi – 

Noun – 

Particles  

Sandhi – II.2 

Declension - 

VII.2.2 

Conjunctions 

- XIV.3 

Ablat

. 

Sing. 

,Tic+at+-ra

,Acah
From Particles Conjunctions 

- XIV.3 

- 

Just as the lord (rules) at will so (does) the spiritual leader from (the power emanating) 

from Asha and other such principles.  

 

,SuVhMaW
Of Vohu  Adj. used as 

Proper Noun 

Declension - 

VII.2.10 

Gen. 

Sing. 

- 

,Adzad
The lord Sandhi  

Noun 

Sandhi II.2 

Declension - 

VII.2.2 

Nom. 

Plu.
2
 

ad+  

-qad 

,OhManam
Of 

Manah 

Proper Noun Declension – 

VII.3.10 

Gen. 

Sing. 

 

,m&nanaqoay‚
Of 

actions  

Roots - Noun Vowel 

Gradation 

III.2 

Declension – 

VII.2.2 

- 
anq+ -

uy‚ 

,SuVhMa
Of life  Noun Declension - 

VII.2.10 

Gen. 

Sing. 

 

,iAdzam
Unto 

Mazda  

Compound– 

Proper Noun  

Compounds– 

X 

Declension – 

VII.2.3 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,Ad+,zam

The gift of Vohu Manah (comes to him who dedicates) actions of life unto Mazda.  

 

                                                 
1
 This is an irregular form 

2
 This is an irregular form 
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,AcmvrqaCx
And 

Power 

Particles, 

Noun 

Declension - 

VII.2.1- 

 Conjunctions 

XIV.3 

Acc. 

Sing. 

- 

,iAruha
For Ahura  Proper 

Noun  

Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,Ar-+u-+-ha

,A
To Particle Preposition – 

XIV.2 

- - 

,miY
Who  Pronoun Pronoun VIII. -  

,Oybugird
Unto the  

deserving 

needy  

Noun Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Dat. 

Plu. 
u-+ -gird 

,Tadad
Gives Verb  Imperfect 

Tense – XI.2.2 

3
rd

 

Pers. 

Sing. 

Reduplicated 

form of -Ad 

,mvrAtsAW
Help Agentive 

Noun 

Sandhi – II.2 

Declension - 

VII.3.8 

 

Acc. 

Sing. 
rat-+ 

-hMaW

And the helper to (him) who (is) a deserving needy person gives power for Ahura. 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & 

Ch. 

Grammar Etymology 

,enArawarf
I profess Verbs- 

Particles 

Imperative 

Mood - 

XI.2.3 

Prefixes – 

XIV.4 

1
st
 Pers. 

Sing. 
-raW+-arf 

,OnsyadzAm
Mazdayasnan Proper 

Noun  

Declension 

- VII.2.1 

Compound 

– X. 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,ansaY 

+adzam 

,SirtSuqaraz
Follower of 

Zarathushtra 

Adjective Adjective- 

V.I - 

Declension 

- VII.2.5 

Nom. 

Sing. 

Adj. from 

Noun 

,OwEadiW
Abstaining 

from evil 

Adjective- 

Particles 

Adjective- 

V.I - 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Prefixes – 

XIV.4 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,awEad+ 

-iW 

,OCEakT-

Oruha

Following 

Ahura‟s 

teachings 

Adjective- 

Compound 

Adjective- 

V.I - 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 – 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,aCEakT 

+ ,aruha 
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & 

Ch. 

Grammar Etymology 

Compound 

– X. 

I profess to be a Mazdayasna (who is a) follower of Zarathushtra, abstaining form evil 

(and) following Ahura‟s teachings. 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Grammar 

book Topic 

& Ch. 

Gram

mar 

Etymology 

,eVnawAh
For Hāvani Proper 

Noun 

Roots – III.2 

Nouns – 

IV.1 

Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Dat. 

Sing. 
ina-+-uh

1
 

,enoaCa
For the 

righteous 

Adjectiv

e  

Sandhi – 

II.2 

Adjective- 

V.I 

Declension 

– VII.3.4 

Dat.  

Sing. 
Naw- + at-

+ -ra 

,ehaCa
Of 

righteousnes

s  

Noun  Sandhi – 

II.2 

Declension - 

VIII.2.2 

Gen. 

Sing. 
at-+ -ra 

,eBqar
For the Lord Noun Declension 

– VII.2.8 

Dat. 

Sing. 
ut-+ -ra 

,aciAnsaY
And for 

veneration  

Noun  Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Conjunction

s - XIV.3 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,ac+an+zaY

,aciAmhaW
And for 

invocation  

Noun Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Conjunction

s - XIV.3 

Dat. 

Sing. 
,ac+am-+  

-haW

ArqoanCx 

          ,aci

And for 

propitiation  

Noun Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Conjunction

s - XIV.3 

Dat. 

Sing. 
ac+arq-

+unCx

yatsasarf 

       ,acEa

And for 

glorification  

Noun Sandhi – 

II.2 

Declension

VII.2.8 

Prefixes - 

XIV.4 

Conjunction

s - XIV.3 

Dat. 

Sing. 
ac+it-

+hMas-+arf

                                                 
1
 The  root is changed to its Vriddhi form. 
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Grammar 

book Topic 

& Ch. 

Gram

mar 

Etymology 

,eVhMawAs
For 

Sāvanghi 

Proper 

Noun 

Roots – III.2 

Nouns – 

IV.1 

Declension 

– VII.2.5 

Dat. 

Sing. 
ihMa- + us

1
 

,aciAysiW
And For 

Visya 

Adj. 

used as 

Proper 

Noun 

Adjectives –

IV.1 

Declension 

– VII.2.1 

Dat. 

Sing. 
Ay-+asiW 

For veneration, invocation, propitiation and glorification unto righteous Hāvani, Lord of 

righteousness, and for veneration, invocation, propitiation and glorification unto 

righteous Sāvanghi and Visya, Lord(s) of righteousness. 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch Grammar Etymology 

,ehaCoars
Of 

Sraosha  

Roots - 

Noun  

Vowel 

Grad. –III.2 

Declension 

– VII.2.1 

Gen. 

Sing. 
aC- 

+-urs 

,ehey‚a
Of 

blessed  

Adjective Adjective-

V.1 

Declension 

– VII.2.2 

Gen. 

Sing. 
Ay 

+,iCa 

,ehamxat
Of strong  Sandhi-

Adjective 

Sandhi- II.2 

Adjective-

V.1; 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Gen. 

Sing. 
Am-+-

kat 

,eharq&m-unat
Of the 

one 

having 

the body 

of 

Manthra  

Adjective - 

 Compound 

Sandhi- II.2 

Adjective-

V.1 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Gen. 

Sing. 
,arq&m 

+unat 

,Soard-iCrad
Of the 

one 

having a 

strong 

spear 

Adjective- 

Compound 

Adjective- 

V.I - 

Declension 

- VII.2.8 – 

Compound 

– X. 

Gen. 

Sing. 
urd + 

.iCrad 

,eheyriuhA
Of the 

one 

belonging 

to Ahura 

Adjective  Declension 

- VII.2.1 

Gen. 

Sing. 
ay+  

aruha 

                                                 
1
 The  root is changed to its Vriddhi form. 
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch Grammar Etymology 

With propitiation, veneration, invocation, propitiation and glorification of blessed, strong 

Sraosha, having the body made of Manthra, having a strong spear, belonging to Ahura. 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Grammar 

book Topic & 

Ch. 

Grammar Etymology 

,AqaY
Just as  Particles Adverb XIV.1 - - 

,Uha
The lord Noun Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Nom. 

Sing.
1
 

U + -ha 

,OyriaW
At will Adjective Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Gen. 

Sing. 
Ay+raW 

,Atoaz
The Chief 

priest 

Agentive 

Noun  

Noun - IV.1 

Declension - 

VII.3.8 

Nom. 

Sing.  
rat+ -uz

,Arf
Forth  Particle Prefix 

(Separable) – 

XIV.4 

-  

,Em
Unto me  Personal 

Pronoun 

Pronouns VIII Dat. 

Sing. 

,EtUrm 
He speaks  Verb Present Tense 

– XI.2.1 

3
rd

 Pers. 

Sing 
-urm

The chief priest speaks forth unto me “yaā  ahū vairyō.”  

,Aqa
So  Particle Adverbs 

XIV.1 

-  

,Sutar
The 

spiritual 

leader  

Noun Declension - 

VII.2.5 

Nom. 

Sing. 
Ut + -ra 

,Tic,TACa
From Asha 

and  

other (such 

Principles) 

Sandhi – 

Noun – 

Particles  

Sandhi – II.2 

Declension - 

VII.2.2 

Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

Ablat. 

Sing. 
Tic+at+-

ra

,Acah
From Particles Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

- 
 

,Arf
Forth  Particle Prefix– XIV.4 -  

 

,awaCa
Righteous  Adjective Adjective V.1 Nom. 

Sing. 
naw+at+ 

-ra

,lBDIW
Wise  Participle Perfect 

Participle 

XII.3 

Declension – 

Nom. 

Sing. 

                                                 
1
 This is an irregular form 
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Grammar 

book Topic & 

Ch. 

Grammar Etymology 

VII.3.9 

,Utoarm
He shall 

speak  

Verb Imperative 

Mood XI.2.3. 

3
rd

 Pers. 

Sing 
-urm

The learned wise one (assisting priest) shall speak forth aā ratu aā  ci hacā.” 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch Grammar Etymology 

,mvCoars
Sraosha  Roots - 

Noun  

Vowel 

Grad. –III.2 

Declension 

– VII.2.1 

Acc. 

Sing. 
aC- + -

urs 

,mICa
Blessed  Adjective Adjective-

V.1 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Acc. 

Sing. 
ay+.iCa 

,mvDoaruh
Well grown Particles-

Roots-

Adjective 

Prefix- 

XIV.4 

Adjective-

V.1 

Declension 

– VII.2.2 

Acc. 

Sing. 
a- +-

Dur+-uh 

,mvnajArqvrvW
Victorious Adjective Adjective-

V.1 

Declension 

– VII.3.4 

Acc. 

Sing. 
naj+arqvrvW

ag-TadArf 

       ,mvqE

Prospering 

the world 

Participle- 

Compound 

Present 

Participle - 

XII.1 

Declension 

- VII.2.4  

Compounds 

– X. 

Acc. 

Sing. 
,AqEag+ 

Ta-+dArf 

,mvnawaCa
Righteous Adjective- 

Sandhi 

Adjective- 

V.I 

Declension 

- VII.3.4 

Acc. 

Sing. 
naw-+at-

+-ra

,ehaCa
Of 

righteousness 

Noun - 

Sandhi 

Sandhi – 

II.2 

Declension 

- VII.2.2 

Gen. 

Sing.  
at+-ra

,mutar
Lord Noun Declension 

- VII.2.8 

Acc. sing 
utar = 

ut-+-ra
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch Grammar Etymology 

,ediamazaY
We venerate Verb Present 

Tense- 

XI.2.1 

1st Pers. 

Plu. 
-zaY

We venerate blessed, well-grown, victorious Sraosha, prospering the world, righteous, Lord 

of Righteousness. 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Grammar book 

Topic & Ch. 

Grammar Etymology

,mvnuha
Ahuna Proper 

Noun 

Declension – 

VII.2.1 

Acc. Sing. 
an+u+ 

-ha 

,mIriaW
Vairya Proper 

Noun 

Adjective- V.I -  

Declension – 

VII.2.1 

Acc. Sing.  

,munat
Body Noun Declension – 

VII.2.8 

Acc. Sing. + 

,itiAp
Protects Verb Present Tense- 

XI.2.1 

3rd Pers. 

Sing. 
 

Ahuna Vairya protects the body. 

 

Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch. Grammar Etymology

,AcmvnsaY
And 

veneration  

Noun -

Particles 

Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

Acc. Sing. 
ac+an-+ 

-zaY

,acmvmhaW
And 

invocation  

Noun - 

Particles 

Declension - 

VII.2.1 

Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

Acc. Sing. 
ac+am-+ 

-haW

,acsajoa
And 

strength 

Noun - 

Particles 

Declension - 

VII.2.8 

Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

Acc. Sing. 
ac+hMa-

+-joa

,acvrawaz
And 

vigour  

Noun-

Sandhi 

Particles 

Sandhi – II.1 

Declension - 

VII.2.8 

Prefixes - XIV.4 

Conjunctions - 

XIV.3 

Indeclinable. 
ac-+vra-

+-uz

, mAnirfA
I pray Verb Present Tense- 

XI.2.1 

1
st
 Pers. 

Sing. 
-irf(A)
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Word Meaning Part of 

speech 

Topic & Ch. Grammar Etymology

I pray (for the) veneration, invocation, strength and vigour of blessed, strong Sraosha, 

having the body made of Manthra, having a strong spear, belonging to Ahura. 

 

Translation of Srosh Bāj. 

With propitiation of Ahura Mazda. 

Asha Vahishta (Best Righteousness) is good. It is Bliss. Bliss unto him who (is) righteous 

for (the sake of) Asha Vahishta. 

 

Just as the lord (rules) at will so (does) the spiritual leader on account of (the power 

emanating from) Asha and relative principles. The gift of Vohu Manah (comes to him 

who dedicates) actions of life unto Mazda. And (he) who helps a deserving needy person 

gives power to Ahura. 

I profess to be a Mazdayasna (who is a) follower of Zarathushtra, abstaining form evil 

(and) following Ahura‟s teachings. For veneration, invocation, propitiation and 

glorification unto righteous Hāvani, Lord of righteousness, and for veneration, invocation, 

propitiation and glorification unto righteous Sāvanghi and Visya, Lord(s) of 

righteousness. 

 

With propitiation, veneration, invocation, propitiation and glorification of blessed, strong 

Sraosha, having the body of Manthra, a strong spear, belonging to Ahura. 

The chief priest speaks forth unto me “yaā  ahū vairyō.” 

The learned wise one (assisting priest) shall speak forth aā ratu aā  ci hacā.” 

We venerate blessed, well-grown, victorious Sraosha, prospering the world, righteous, 

Lord of Righteousness. 

Ahuna Vairya protects the body. 

I pray (for the) veneration, invocation, strength and vigour of blessed, strong Sraosha, 

having the body of Manthra, a strong spear, belonging to Ahura. 
 

QUESTION BANK  
First Semester   

Ch. I. THE AVESTAN ALPHABET  

1. Give the Avesta alphabet with transcription in its phonetic divisions.  

2  Write the following in Roman script:       

,Acah ,Tic ,TACa ,Sutar ,Aqa ,OyriaW ,Uha ,AqaY (a) 

,iAdzam ,SuVhMa ,m&nanaqoay‚ ,OhManam ,Adzad ,SuVhMaW

`,mvrAtsAW ,Tadad ,Oybugvrd ,miY ,A ,iAruha ,AcmvrqaCx 

,TAdad ,mUyAp ,Etiawam ,Adzam ,An ,mvk (b)

,EhManEa ,AtaCvradid ,lwgvrd ,Am ,Tayh

,AcsahManam ,AcsarqA ,TAmhaBq ,mVyna

`,Aruha ,AtSoarq ,mvCa ,SiAnqoay‚ ,lyaY 

b) Write the following in Avestan script :       
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(a) 


 
 (b) 



3. Transliterate:             





 

Ch.II SANDHI 

1. Fill in the blanks :         

_____________=Ti  +  Iz _____________=un+ pat 

_____________=itxu+ una _____________=it+  dam 

_____________=ati+  apu _____________=it+  Tic 

_____________=acsa+  iriAn _____________=at+  maW 

_____________=e+  uhMa _____________=at+  zram 

_____________=U+ vrvz _____________=it+  has 

_____________=nam+ kat _____________=at+  j 

arAwrz   =  _____________  + urz Siriats   =  Si  +    -_________ 

2. Explain giving examples any six rules of Consonantal Sandhi.    

 

Ch. III. ROOTS & THEIR GRADATIONS 

1. Give any eight roots along with their grades and meanings.     

2. Explain giving examples how Vowel Gradation is formed in Avesta.     

3. Give the meanings along with Guna and Vriddhi forms of the following roots:   

a) -nat  e) -jab 

b) -in  f)-ip  

c) -urm   g) -urs  

d) -vrvp h) -vrvts 

4. 

Guna form of -is is ____________ Vrddhi form of -inis ____________ 

Vrddhi form of -jab is __________ Vrddhi form of -Tvrvpis _________ 
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Guna form of -ursis ____________ Vrddhi form of -Cugis __________ 

 

Ch. IV. NOUNS 

1. Explain giving examples how primary and secondary nouns are formed.   

 

Ch. V ADJECTIVES 

1. Explain giving two examples each, how the two sets of Comparative and   

Superlative Degrees of Adjectives are formed in Avesta.    

2. How are Degrees of Adjectives formed in Avesta ?     

 

 

Ch.VI GENDERS 

1. Give the meanings and feminine forms of the following words :    

,akAyn ,nawaCa 

,uqvrvp ,aCEam 

,uzaY ,amxat 

 

Ch. VII DECLENSIONS 

1. Decline, giving meanings:        

,aruha “lord”; ,AHam  “All-knowing”; ,anAmn “house”  

,ArtSa  “weapon”      or ,apsa “horse”   

,iriag “mountain”; ,anAmn “house”  

2. Decline, giving meanings: 

,nawaCa; ,uruAd; ,hManam; ,ratoaz; ,Tawama; ,TNarab; ,ratoaz  

Ch. VIII. PRONOUNS 

1. Give the declensions of first and Second Personal Pronouns.    

2. Give the different pronouns in Avesta.        

 

Ch. IX. NUMERALS 

1. Give the first ten ordinal numbers in Avesta.       

 

Ch. XI. VERBS 

1. Explain how the following are formed :      

Present Tense  Perfect Tense   Potential Mood        Imperative Mood  

2. Give 10 roots along with their classes of Conjugation and base.    

3. Explain giving meaning, the grammatical formation of the following words:   

,ihamAnirf   ,ediamazaY   ,OtayDiUY   ,nvrab   ,Tasvrvp

,utoarm    ,Tadad    ,Tay‚id    ,lyAd    ,imha    ,Tawb 

4. Explain giving examples how Non-Thematic Classes are formed.   

5. Explain giving meaning, the grammatical formation of the following words:  
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,itianirf   ,itsa   ,inAsvrvp   ,iAzaY   ,Toarm   ,aCatat

,ihamArab   ,lyub 

6. Write a note on Conjugational Tenses and Moods.       

7. Give the paradigms of -vrvb with meanings in Present Tense Parasmaipada.  

8. Explain giving meaning, the grammatical formation of the following words:   

,ihamAnirf   ,iha   ,inAsvrvp   ,Eturm   ,Orab   ,iAzaY

,Tasvrvp   ,SvrAyub 

 

Ch. XII. PARTICIPLES 

1. Explain giving examples how the following are formed:    

Future  Participle -  Present Participle – Perfect Participle  

 

Ch. XIII. DERIVATIVE VERBS       

1. Explain giving two examples each, how Derivative Verbs are formed.  

 

Ch.XVI. TRANSLATION       

1. Transliterate and Translate :         

`,ediamazaY ,m&Ham ,mvruha

`,itiAp ,munat ,mIriaW ,mvnuha

`iArtSuqaraz ,iAmatips ,lHam ,Oruha ,Toarm

`OnoaCa ,OnAwru ,imvyabz ,imoats

`,mvrAtsAW ,Tadad ,Oybugvrd

`,TAdad ,n&mAd ,lHam ,Oruha

`,itiasfvrvn ,lm ,Tak ,itiEy‚xu ,lm ,Tak

` ,aHam ,aruha ,Et ,vsamvn

 

KEY TO EXERCISES 
Ch.I.4.2 

,Tvrvb ,TAdad ,Oruha

,arqA ,hManam ,iha

 

Ch.I.4.3 
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Ch.I.5.2.  

   
   
 

Ch.I.5.3 




 

 

Ch.I.5.4 ,ItNvh ,ioY ,AhMVs ,iOp ,ABq ,Aj ,mvrqvrvW ,Vk

,IdXic ,mUtar ,SIbmUha ,m&d ,iOm ,Arqic

,AhManam ,UtNaj ,OCoars ,UhoW ,iOh ,Ta

`,TIciAmhak ,ICaW ,iAmhaY ,iAmha ,Adzam

 

Ch.I.6.1 

Av. letter Transcript Phonetic division  

B 
 Bi-labial 

h  
 Aspiration 

d 
 Dental 

Y 
 Semi-vowel / Liquid 

N 
 Nasal 

S 
 Sibilant 

G 
 Gutteral 

? 
 Nasal 

f 
 Labial 

Z 
 Sibilant 

c  Palatal 

 

I.7.11.  

,AqaY ,mvCa

,UhoW ,Tayh

 

Ch.II.1.1 
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1. ,TIz 2. ,itxUna 3. ,atEapu 4. ,acsayriAn 

5. ,ewhMa 6. ,Urz 7. ,anEatazvrv 8. ,atxoarf 

 

Ch.II.1.2 

a. Dirgha Sandhi b. Guna Sandhi, Vriddhi Sandhi and Antargata Sandhi. 

 

Ch.II.2.1 

1. ,namxat 2. ,unfat 3. ,itsam 4. ,itsic 

5. ,atNaW 6. ,atSram 7. ,itsas 8. ,aCa 

 

Ch.II.2.2 

1. ,atxiri 2. ,atSaY 3. ,etsaW 

4. ,atxab 5. ,atSrap 6. ,amsaW 

 

Ch.III.1.1 

1. -i 2. -Tic 3. -Ans 4.-iCx  

5. -zvrvb 6. -uts 7. -Ci 8. -svrvp  

 

Ch.III.2.3  

a)-mAg   b) -srap c) -Earf d) -uAts 

 

Ch.III.2.3 

 GUNA FORM VRIDDHI 

FORM 

 GUNA FORM VRIDDHI FORM 

1 -nat -nAt 5 -Oarm -uArm 

2 -rats -rAts 6 -Eap -iAp 

3 -jab -jAb 7 -oars -uArs 

4 -Ean -iAn 8 -rap -rAp 

 

Ch.V.1.     

1. ay- 2. naw- 

 

Ch. V.2.    

Superlative degree Comparative degree  

“holiest”  .amvtsawaCa “holier”  .aratsawaCa 
1 

“nearest” .atSidzan “nearer” .hMaydzan 2 
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Ch.VI.1  

1. ,Arirs 2. ,iwhMaW 3. ,Apsa 4. ,itiawtsa 5. ,iheyjoa 

 

   Ch.VII.4.1 

Word Case Number Meaning

,iAyanEad Dative Singular “for the religion” 

,TAyaqAg Ablative Singular “from the Gathas” 

,awhAqEag Locative Singular “in the worlds” 

,aybArqiOd
Instrumental/Dative 

/Ablative 

Dual “with/for/from the two 

eyes” 

,OhMldZud Nominative/Accusative Plural “to the /the evil giving 

ones” 

,m&natSEaqar Genitive Plural “of the warriors” 

,mvrDvxah Accusative Singular “to the friend” 

,m&nanqoay‚ 
Genitive Plural “of the actions” 

,ehatAd Genitive Singular “of the law” 

,Orqim Nominative Singular “The Mithra” 

,m&naCvma
Genitive Plural “of the Ameshas / 

immortal ones” 

,m&natNvps
Genitive Plural “of the Spentas / 

beneficent ones” 

 

Ch.VII.4.2. Give the Avesta words for  

Avesta word

Of  righteousness 
,ehaCa

With two hands 
aybiEatsaz

Of the religion 
,lyanEad

From the house 
TAnAmn

For the warriors 
,OybAtSEaqar

The two kingdoms 
arqaCx

For the two horses 
,aybiEapsa
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Ch.VII.3.10.2 

Word Case Number Meaning

,Osaj
Nominative Singular “going” 

,etiawrd
Dative Singular “for the wicked” 

,TanamCac
Ablative Singular “from the eye” 

,arqA
Instrumental Singular “with the fire” 

,m&rAts
Genitive Plural “of the stars” 

,ehManEa
Dative Singular “for the injury” 

,eniamxah
Dative Singular “for the friend” 

,m&nfaCx
Genitive Plural “of the nights” 

etiAtEawaY
Dative Singular “for the eternity” 

 

Ch.VIII.1 

Word Type of pronoun Gender Meaning 

,apsiW
Pronominal Adjective Masculine “all” 

,SiAt
Third Pers. Pronoun 

(Instrumental Plural)  

Masculine “with them” 

,Awh
Reflexive Pronoun Feminine “herself” 

,awruah
Pronominal Adjective Masculine “whole” 

,TatEa
Demonstrative Pronoun Neuter “this” 

,aY
Relative Pronoun Masculine “Who. which” 

,Tat
Third Pers. Pronoun (Nom 

& Acc. Singular)  

Neuter “it / to it” 

,Awa
Demonstrative Pronoun Feminine “that” 

,m&t
Third Pers. Pronoun 

(Accusatve Singular)  

Feminine “to her” 

,Ak
Interrogative Pronoun Feminine “Who, what?” 

,iOm
First Pers. Pronoun (Dative 

& Genitive Singular)  

- “for me / my” 

 

Ch. IX.1 

  “second”   “sixth” 
 “third”   “seventh” 
  “fourth”    “eighth” 
  “fifth”    “ninth” 
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Ch. XI.3.4 

,etiaCvraW: “he will work.” Future Tense, Atmanepada, 3
rd

 Person, Singular from 

-zvrvW “to work.” 

,lyub : “mayest thou be.” Precative Mood, Parasmaipada, 2
nd

 Person, Singular from  

-Ub “to become.” 

.amAd:“we gave.” Root Aorist, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from -Ad “to give.”

amursus : “we have / had heard.”  Perfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 1
st
 Person, Plural from 

-urs “to hear.” 

,IhAr : “I gave.”  h Aorist, Atmanepada,  1
st
 Person, Singular from -Ar “to give.”

,VratAzvrawAW : “they two have / had worked.”  Perfect Tense, Parasmaipada, 3
rd

 

Person, Dual from -zvrvW “to work.”

,SvrAymaj:“may they reach.” Precative Mood, Atmanepada, 3
rd

  Person, Plural from 

-maj “to reach.”

 

Ch. XIII.5.1

Derivative Verb Modification of root Termination 

Frequentative 

 

A. Reduplicating the root - 

B. Reduplicating the root 
adding a- 

C. Reduplicating the root 
adding ay- 

Desiderative 

 

Reduplicating the root 
adding aC- 

Denominative 

 

A. - - 

B. Gunating the noun‟s 

final vowel.  
adding a- 

C. Dropping the noun‟s 

final vowel. 
adding ay- 

Causal 

 

Changing the root to Guna 

or Vriddhi form  
adding aya- 

Incohative - 
adding as- 

 
 

 

 


